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A study published in the July 2020 issue of *Eye-Nature* magazine reviewed data from 185,638 participants in three previously completed prospective cohort studies involving health professionals between the ages of 40 and 75 (the Nurses’ Health Study I and II, and the Health Professionals Follow-up Study). The new study aimed to find any association between a low-carbohydrate diet and incident primary open-angle glaucoma, as well as any connection to POAG subtypes (defined by the highest untreated intraocular pressure and the pattern of visual field loss at diagnosis). The analyses were conducted by Jae Hee Kang, MD, at Harvard Medical School, with input from Louis R. Pasquale, MD, FARVO, deputy chair for ophthalmology research for the Mount Sinai Health System in New York City.

The study authors note that the neuroprotective effect of a ketogenic diet—high fat, modest protein, low carbohydrate—is well-established for epilepsy, and has been reported with other neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. Because a low-carbohydrate diet generates metabolites favorable to mitochondrial function, and the intrascleral optic nerve (the main site of glaucomatous damage) has a high mitochondrial density, the authors hypothesized that long-term reduced carbohydrate intake might be associated with a lower risk of POAG. In addition, because the maculopapillary nerve fiber layer bundles associated with early-stage paracentral visual field loss are particularly susceptible to metabolic changes and impaired mitochondrial function, they hypothesized that this subtype of POAG might show greater benefit from this type of diet.

Using the data from the three earlier studies, the researchers analyzed subjects’ self-reported diets in terms of carbohydrates, protein and fat. Once they identified individuals who ate a low-carb diet, the data were analyzed in three groups: participants whose dietary fat was primarily animal-based; those whose dietary fat was primarily plant-based; and all low-carb subjects grouped together, regardless of fat source. A reported diagnosis of POAG in 2,112 cases was confirmed by medical record review. The study authors then calculated the relative risk of POAG, adjusting for factors such as age, race and BMI.

No statistically significant association was found between the three types of low-carb diet and POAG overall. However, those subjects whose low-carb diet contained more fat and protein from vegetable sources showed a lower risk of the POAG subtype marked by initial paracentral visual field loss. The researchers concluded that at-risk individuals who consume this type of diet could reduce their risk of early paracentral visual field loss by 20 percent.

Dr. Pasquale notes that this subtype of POAG with initial paracentral visual field loss is found in about 10 percent of POAG patients. “The optic nerve head is the prime site for optic nerve degeneration,” he notes. “It has high mitochondrial content, and mitochondria prefer ketone bodies as an energy source. A low carbohydrate diet favors ketone body formation, which might help it prevent the onset of glaucoma.”

Asked whether this diet might help patients who already have this subtype of glaucoma, Dr. Pasquale says this study doesn’t shed any light on that question. “We don’t know how a low-carbohydrate diet might affect people who already have glaucoma,” he says. “Our studies are looking at disease-free populations and monitoring their diet until they get glaucoma, or until the end of a defined follow-up period. These studies are not designed to answer that question.”

Regarding the data from the three preceding large-scale studies, Dr. Pasquale says he and Dr. Kang and their fellow authors stand on the shoulders of giants. “Dr. Kang and I...
Jobson Medical Information has announced that Michael Hoster, a 13-year veteran of the company, has been named publisher of the Review Group of publications and services. This includes the titles Review of Ophthalmology, Retina Specialist, Review of Optometry, and Review of Cornea and Contact Lenses, as well as a host of affiliated websites, e-newsletters and other digital products designed to provide robust clinical insight and education to optometrists and ophthalmologists.

Mr. Hoster assumed the position previously held by veteran publisher and industry icon, James Henne, since 2014. “Mike has been an instrumental player at the Review Group for 13 years, playing key roles on our editorial and sales teams,” said Marc Ferrara, president of Jobson’s Optical Group. “Of course, we will all miss Jim Henne, who has done an outstanding job leading the Review Group. Jim’s insights, leadership skills and witty charm make him a very unique leader.”

Mr. Hoster has spent his entire professional career at Jobson, beginning as an associate editor for Review of Optometry in 2007. He also served as the magazine’s managing editor from 2012 through 2014. Mr. Hoster later transitioned to the Review Group’s sales team in 2015. “Mike has become an extremely valuable team member over this period, and has developed a keen understanding of the markets we serve and the products we deliver,” added Mr. Ferrara.

“The Review Group has a sterling reputation for providing the most cutting-edge, clinically relevant information available to the eye-care community,” said Mr. Hoster. “Jim has been an invaluable leader to our group, a consummate mentor to me and a true inspiration to our entire company. I look forward to following in his footsteps, and working with our team in an effort to serve the needs of our readers and industry partners.”

Some good news for ophthalmologists-in-training: Effective July 1, 2021, the American Board of Medical Specialties announced that all of its member boards with training programs of two or more years duration must allow for a minimum of six weeks away once during training for purposes of parental, caregiver, and medical leave, without exhausting time allowed for vacation or sick leave and without requiring an extension in training.

The ABMS added that member boards must communicate when a leave of absence “will require an official extension to help mitigate the negative impact that a training extension may have, such as delaying a fellowship or moving into a full, salaried position.”

The ABMS says the organization’s new policy will offer residents and Fellows “more flexibility, reduced stress, and increased autonomy in making life decisions.”
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What Downturn?

A slump in refractive surgery from COVID-19 isn’t materializing—at least yet. Find out why and how to position your practice.

Sean McKinney, Senior Editor

In May, when the last of thousands of shuttered ambulatory surgery centers reopened following COVID-19 shutdowns, popular wisdom suggested that refractive surgery procedures would be few and far between. Surgeons spoke of working the phones to get cataract patients back in the chair, mindful of the virus’ potential to keep the elderly away unless they were motivated by worsening of cloudy vision. With sudden unemployment and a plummeting economy taking a toll on personal finances, patients weren’t expected to pay from their pockets for such elective procedures as LASIK, SMILE and PRK.

Indications suggest that the opposite might be true, however. “Because each state executed an individual response plan with differing restrictions, naturally the return to refractive practice has been uneven from a national perspective,” says Jim Wachtman, chairman of the American Refractive Surgery Council, composed of industry representatives and medical professionals with expertise in developing, researching and using the technologies and techniques behind advanced refractive—or vision correcting—surgical procedures. “That said, early indications relating to procedure volume are encouraging. Whether or not that is from pent-up patient demand from the shutdown is yet to be determined. However, a preliminary analysis of our consumer data shows interest among prospective refractive patients which may support an uptick in procedures.”

Of the six surgeons contacted for this article—hailing from California to India—all but one report unanticipated demand for surgical correction of vision among their patients. The one exception, Bryan Lee, MD, JD, who’s in private practice at Altos Eye Physicians in Los Altos, California, and an adjunct clinical assistant pro-
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Professor of ophthalmology at Stanford University, has noticed neither increased nor decreased demand. “But refractive is a small percentage of my practice,” he adds.

Meanwhile, Eric Donnenfeld, MD, of OCLI Vision, who operates at Island Eye Surgicenter in Westbury, New York, says the number of LASIK and PBK procedures has increased by 10 to 20 percent at OCLI since he and his colleagues reopened. “For these patients, I think having their vision rehabilitated gives them a sense of control that they need in today’s environment,” he says. “They’ve lost control over a lot of their lives. And this is one thing that they can do to make their lives better and more in control.”

In this report, surgeons who have experienced recent success in this segment of their practices offer advice on how to identify and meet changing needs in your patient population.

Why More Interest?

Surgeons cite a number of theories on why more patients are electing to undergo refractive surgery now. Below are some trends surgeons have noticed, plus advice on how you might tap into them.

- It’s “now or never.” Patients frustrated by being shut in during the spring may have grown concerned that future lockdowns will block their access to vision correction during the next year or so. William Bond, MD, FASC, medical director of Bond Eye Associates in Peoria and Pekin, Illinois, recommends asking patients how the lockdown has affected them, specifically how it’s affected their vision. “A lot of patients think about getting LASIK but don’t get around to making a decision,” he says. “This environment has given them a little push. I’ve certainly seen it in my practice. For a lot of people, this is like thinking about buying a car. You think about it and you think about it and then, all of a sudden, you do it. This seems to be a time when patients are making those kinds of decisions.”

- Eliminating glasses and contact lenses. David R. Hardten, MD, FACS, in private practice at Minnesota Eye Consultants in Minneapolis, sees more patients than usual who are fed up with their spectacles. “They’re experiencing increased frustration from having to wear masks and shields at work and everywhere else they go,” he says. “They’re dealing with the fogging of their glasses and the tendency of others to concentrate more on their eyes (potentially making these patients more self-conscious). Overall, patients are dealing with a sense of loss of control that they want to avoid.”

- Contact lenses may also be a concern for patients worried about infection spread, surgeons say. Eliminating the need to insert, adjust and remove lenses could motivate them to consider a surgical alternative. “Refractive surgery demand during the COVID-19 pandemic doesn’t seem to be waning in Minnesota,” asserts Dr. Hardten.

- Not everyone is broke. Surgeons note that many patients have more cash in their pockets from government grants and expanded unemployment benefits. “When they were laid off, some people ended up making more money than what they were earning when they were working,” notes Dr. Donnenfeld. “Some people have also seen their expenses reduced. No money is going out for childcare, gasoline for the car, eating at restaurants or other activities.”

Demographic Needs

Surgeons have also succeeded by responding to the special needs of patients. For example, Yuri McKee, MD, MS, a corneal and refractive surgeon at East Valley Ophthalmology in Mesa, Arizona, notes that he was spreading himself too thin by offering corneal refractive procedures in Mesa, populated by a high concentration of senior citizens.

“I wasn’t doing a lot of corneal refractive surgery because I was doing a lot of cataract/refractive surgery,” says Dr. McKee. “But the pandemic has kind of pushed me over the edge. Just about all I’m doing now is cataract/refractive procedures.”

The only pure refractive procedures he performs now are natural lens exchanges for occasional severe hyperopes who want to get rid of their thick glasses. The rest of his surgical base now consists entirely of cataract patients. COVID-19 has compelled him to reduce surgery from an average of four cases to two cases per hour, he says. COVID-related paperwork, mandatory COVID-19 testing in Arizona and infection control measures have slowed down the flow. He can only operate on Mondays because of all the pathology he has to manage on the other days. Nonetheless, he is satisfied with the transition to cataract-refractive surgery only.

“We made some good changes,” Dr. McKee says. “My premium conversion rate has vastly improved. I don’t know why people are choosing these options—perhaps, at a time like this, they realize that life is short and they might as well live happily.”

Dr. Yuri’s presentation has made a difference. “I don’t let any astigmatism go unnoticed by patients. I tell them: ‘Here’s your astigmatism. You can see it right here. You’re going to need to fix it one way or another. You have to fix it. The question is: How will you fix it? With glasses, contact lenses, LASIK or during cataract surgery?’ He gives them a week to consider the options and asks them what their preference might be when they return for testing.

“We never hard-sell,” he points out. “But now I’m implanting more torics than regular IOLs.”
Part of his success has been possible by the Lensar femtosecond laser, which he uses for all patients at no charge during the capsulotomy and the first half of surgery; for an extra fee he also completes the surgery with the laser.

“There seems to be no end to the demand for these procedures,” he says. “Our only limitations now are limitations imposed by COVID-19, available surgery time and capacity. But it’s going very well for us.”

Rohit Shetty, MD, PhD, FRCS, vice chairman of Narayana Nethralaya Eye Institute in Bangalore, Karnataka, India, says he has noticed a decided shift in motivation among patients who are seeking refractive surgery at his practice. “I ask every patient why they want to undergo refractive surgery,” he says, noting that the percentage of patients choosing refractive surgery has grown by 18 to 21 percent in his practice during the past two to three months. “In the past, the reasons were related to lifestyle changes. Now I hear from just about every one of these patients that they’re making this choice because they’re working at home all the time, and many more hours, sometimes in poor lighting, always indoors, and not always in the best environments for work. They are tired of using contact lenses and spectacles, and they instead want the best vision they can get.”

Dr. Shetty says he expects this trend to continue. “COVID-19 and the constant work at home has been a wake-up call for these patients,” he says. “It’s as if they’re thinking that they don’t know what’s going to happen next, not even tomorrow, and that this uncertain time is when they should undergo a procedure that they’ve been thinking about for a long time. As long as we can tell the patient that this type of surgery is safe in the COVID-19 environment, we should see more refractive surgery procedures than we’ve ever seen before, despite the economic decline. Safety is a very important concern, however.”

**More on Safety**

Above all, busier-than-expected surgeons in the United States, echoing Dr. Shetty, recommend you stick to two essential priorities:

- assuring patients that they will be safe in your surgical suite; and
- ensuring that they really will be safe, by keeping up to date on how the virus is being transmitted in different settings.

Waiting-room chairs have been significantly reduced. Patients are not moved from room to room for testing as much. Every touch point is sanitized, and surgery is practiced under as pristine conditions as possible. “We have the patient wearing a mask, which makes me happy,” says Dr. McKee. He says he has mixed feelings about the pandemic-related administrative burden associated with every patient. Unlike most states, Arizona requires ophthalmologists and other surgeons to have their patients test negative for COVID-19 before undergoing elective procedures. “We’re certainly taking every precaution,” says Dr. McKee. “It can take seven days to get the results, so it’s been a bit of a challenge for our surgery scheduler. We’re still waiting for the delivery of a COVID-19 testing machine we ordered when the pandemic started. That will reduce testing to 15 minutes in our office.”

Dr. Hardten says helping patients find better solutions for their vision makes the use of precautions very important to him, his colleagues and staff. “We do screening for COVID-19 with a symptom list and by taking temperatures before patients enter the clinic and the laser suite,” he says. “Taping the patient’s mask to reduce fogging of any optics during the surgery is also important. Continued universal precautions, as with any surgery, are also important. So even in this time of COVID-19 spreading through our communities, we can continue to help these patients reduce their dependence on glasses and contacts.”

Exactly what measures should be taken to ensure safety has been a topic of discussion and debate among some
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The corneal verticillata seen in Rhopressa®-treated patients were first noted at 4 weeks of daily dosing. This reaction did not result in any apparent visual functional changes. Most corneal verticillata resolved upon discontinuation of treatment.

Please see brief summary of full Prescribing Information on the adjacent page.
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INDICATIONS AND USAGE
RHOPRESSA® (netarsudil ophthalmic solution) 0.02% is indicated for the reduction of elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) in patients with open-angle glaucoma or ocular hypertension.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
The recommended dosage is one drop in the affected eye(s) once daily in the evening.

If one dose is missed, treatment should continue with the next dose in the evening. Twice a day dosing is not well tolerated and is not recommended. If RHOPRESSA is to be used concomitantly with other topical ophthalmic drug products to lower IOP, administer each drug product at least 5 minutes apart.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Bacterial Keratitis
There have been reports of bacterial keratitis associated with the use of multiple-dose containers of topical ophthalmic products. These containers had been previously contaminated by patients who, in most cases, had a concurrent corneal disease or a disruption of the ocular epithelial surface.

Use with Contact Lenses
RHOPRESSA contains benzalkonium chloride, which may be absorbed by soft contact lenses. Contact lenses should be removed prior to instillation of RHOPRESSA and may be reinserted 15 minutes following its administration.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical studies are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical studies of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical studies of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed in practice.

The most common ocular adverse reaction observed in controlled clinical studies with RHOPRESSA dosed once daily was conjunctival hyperemia which was reported in 53% of patients. Other common (approximately 20%) ocular adverse reactions reported were: corneal verticillata, instillation site pain, and conjunctival hemorrhage. Instillation site erythema, corneal staining, blurred vision, increased lacrimation, erythema of eyelid, and reduced visual acuity were reported in 5-10% of patients.

Corneal Verticillata
Corneal verticillata occurred in approximately 20% of the patients in controlled clinical studies. The corneal verticillata seen in RHOPRESSA-treated patients were first noted at 4 weeks of daily dosing. This reaction did not result in any apparent visual functional changes in patients. Most corneal verticillata resolved upon discontinuation of treatment.

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
There are no available data on RHOPRESSA use in pregnant women to inform any drug associated risk; however, systemic exposure to netarsudil from ocular administration is low. Intravenous administration of netarsudil to pregnant rats and rabbits during organogenesis did not produce adverse embryofetal effects at clinically relevant systemic exposures.

Animal Data
Netarsudil administered daily by intravenous injection to rats during organogenesis caused abortions and embryofetal lethality at doses ≥0.3 mg/kg/day (126-fold the plasma exposure at the recommended human ophthalmic dose [RHOD], based on Cmax). The no-observed-adverse-effect-level (NOAEL) for embryofetal development toxicity was 0.1 mg/kg/day (40-fold the plasma exposure at the RHOD, based on Cmax).

Netarsudil administered daily by intravenous injection to rabbits during organogenesis caused embryofetal lethality and decreased fetal weight at 5 mg/kg/day (1480-fold the plasma exposure at the RHOD, based on Cmax). Malformations were observed at ≥3 mg/kg/day (1330-fold the plasma exposure at the RHOD, based on Cmax), including thoracogastroschisis, umbilical hernia and absent intermediate lung lobe. The NOAEL for embryofetal development toxicity was 0.5 mg/kg/day (214-fold the plasma exposure at the RHOD, based on Cmax).

Lactation
There are no data on the presence of RHOPRESSA in human milk, the effects on the breastfed infant, or the effects on milk production. However, systemic exposure to netarsudil following topical ocular administration is low, and it is not known whether measurable levels of netarsudil would be present in maternal milk following topical ocular administration. The developmental and health benefits of breastfeeding should be considered along with the mother’s clinical need for RHOPRESSA and any potential adverse effects on the breastfed child from RHOPRESSA.

Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness in pediatric patients below the age of 18 years have not been established.

Geriatric Use
No overall differences in safety or effectiveness have been observed between elderly and other adult patients.

NONCLINICAL TOXICOLOGY
Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility
Long-term studies in animals have not been performed to evaluate the carcinogenic potential of netarsudil. Netarsudil was not mutagenic in the Ames test, in the mouse lymphoma test, or in the in vivo rat micronucleus test. Studies to evaluate the effects of netarsudil on male or female fertility in animals have not been performed.

Manufactured for: Aerie Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Irvine, CA 92614, U.S.A.

For more information, go to www.RHOPRESSA.com or call 1-855-AerieRx (1-855-237-4379).

RHOPRESSA is a registered trademark of Aerie Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
U.S. Patent Nos.: 8,450,344; 8,394,826; 9,096,569; 9,415,043
How to Avoid SARS-CoV-2 Infection During Surgery

Rohit Shetty, MD, PhD, FRCS, vice chairman of Narayana Nethralaya Eye Institute in Bangalore, Karnataka, India, says he believes experiments he recently led at his institution provide definitive recommendations on how to best avoid COVID-19 spread during eye surgery.

Using fluid velocimetry, scientists at the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore analyzed surgery on artificial anterior chambers and goat eyes in a wet lab model. Fluids were stained with trypan blue to enhance visibility of particles as small as 20 µm, which were recorded with an ultra-high-resolution camera at 20,000 frames per second in a process known as shadowgraphy, commonly used in geology and other fields.

During the experiments, microkeratomes used to cut LASIK flaps into the animal eyes generated 20-µm aerosol particles that sprayed up to six feet in multiple directions, while splattered 100 µm droplets fell into a collection device without potential threat of spreading infection, says Dr. Shetty. Femtosecond laser flap cuts, SMILE cuts and photoablation didn’t produce aerosol sprays that could theoretically spread the virus, making these surgical techniques safer to use, the study concluded.

Below are the recommendations that the team offered based on their experiments. Step 1 can ensure a much safer surgical theater, even with the use of a microkeratome, Dr. Shetty says.

1. To control the spread of the virus, use 0.24% betadine solution. Wait 10 minutes and wash. This will neutralize the infectious effect of the aerosol, even when a microkeratome is used, Dr. Shetty says.
2. Completely cover the patient with a drape. This will protect the surgical area from contamination.
3. Avoid pooling on the ocular surface.
4. Ensure adequate drying of ocular surface by using a dry sponge.
5. Use a shield that protects the body of surgeon—not just the face—from the spray in order to protect her from aerosol.
6. Remember social distancing in the surgical suite.
7. Change gloves after completing each eye.
8. Remove the patient’s gown before he leaves the surgical suite to avoid cross-contamination.
9. Scrub thoroughly after surgery, then rescrub 20 minutes later for the next patients. Take a shower after operating on your last patient.

The team also evaluated the effects of phacoemulsification in terms of spreading infectious aerosol. No combination of wound size and phaco sleeve diameter produced any visible aerosol with the use of phaco operating inside the anterior chamber, Dr. Shetty says. (Photo credit: Narayana Nethralaya Eye Institute)

1. To control viral spread, use 0.24% betadine solution. Wait 10 minutes and wash.
2. Completely cover the patient with a drape. This will protect the surgical area from contamination.
3. Avoid pooling on the ocular surface.
4. Ensure adequate drying of ocular surface by using a dry sponge.
5. Use a shield that protects the body of surgeon—not just the face—from the spray in order to protect her from aerosol.
6. Remember social distancing in the surgical suite.
7. Change gloves after completing each eye.
8. Remove the patient’s gown before he leaves the surgical suite to avoid cross-contamination.
9. Scrub thoroughly after surgery, then rescrub 20 minutes later for the next patients. Take a shower after operating on your last patient.

(Continued on page 34)
Diagnosing and treating pediatric glaucoma presents many challenges that differ from those facing ophthalmologists treating adult glaucoma. For example, it’s notoriously easy for an adult patient to have glaucoma without realizing it; the glaucoma is usually symptomless except for vision loss after the glaucoma has gotten pretty advanced. In contrast, very young children with glaucoma tend to display symptoms. Because the eye is growing larger during infancy, it’s somewhat stretchable, and glaucomatous pressure can cause it to enlarge. In addition, the cornea can swell and become cloudy. (Severe cloudiness may indicate a condition such as Peters’ Anomaly rather than glaucoma, but like other congenital eye conditions, Peters’ Anomaly can eventually lead to glaucoma.) The eye may tear, and the child may become sensitive to light. (On the positive side, the fact that early childhood glaucoma often produces symptoms can cause parents to notice that something is wrong.)

Several issues arise when we’re faced with an infant or child with possible glaucoma. Those include getting a measurement of the IOP (not always easy to do with a young child); diagnosing the problem; deciding whether to address the glaucoma with topical drops or surgery; and deciding whether—and how often—anesthesia can safely be used. Here, I’d like to share some of my experience dealing with these issues.

Childhood Glaucomas

Primary congenital glaucoma is the most common type of childhood glaucoma. PCG is caused by a congenital anomaly, and in the United States it appears in one out of every 10,000 to 50,000 children and is usually sporadic. It’s more common in some other countries where consanguineous marriage is accepted, because it’s tied to an autosomal recessive gene. In that setting, PCG can appear in as many as one out of every 2,500 children.

The other type of childhood glaucoma we most often treat—though less often than PCG—is glaucoma following congenital cataract surgery. This is actually less common in developing countries than it is here, simply because it’s tied to the timing of the congenital cataract surgery. The later the cataract surgery is done, the less likely the patient is to have a good visual outcome—but the odds of postsurgical glaucoma decrease as well. (I’m currently working on the 10-year Infant Aphakia Treatment Study: the five-year data confirm that performing unilateral cataract removal at a younger age increases the risk of glaucoma-related adverse events.) In developing countries, diagnosis and referral of congenital cataract is often delayed, lowering the likelihood of postsurgical glaucoma. In the United States and Europe, where childhood cataracts tend to be caught and treated earlier, glaucoma following congenital cataract surgery is pretty common.

Beyond these two types of pediatric glaucoma, there are a variety of others related to other defects of the eye. Basically, if something affects the anterior segment of the eye during development, there’s usually an association with glaucoma, and some childhood glaucomas are associated with systemic diseases or syndromes. These are less common than the...
50 percent of patients with an abnormality in the front part of the eye end up with glaucoma.

- **Glaucomas associated with a non-acquired systemic disease or syndrome.** Childhood glaucoma can be associated with systemic diseases and syndromes present since birth, such as congenital rubella. In a developing country, where immunization is less widespread, congenital rubella is actually a fairly common cause of secondary glaucoma.

- **Glaucomas associated with an acquired condition.** This refers to something that happens after birth, such as trauma to the eye, uveitis or retinopathy of prematurity. (In ROP, although the baby is born prematurely, the disease develops afterwards, and it can cause a secondary angle-closure form of glaucoma.) Less-common conditions such as tumors can also be associated with childhood glaucoma.

- **Glaucoma that occurs following congenital cataract surgery.** Glaucoma following cataract surgery is technically an acquired condition, but it’s so important that we made it a separate category. In these patients, the cataract is there at birth, but the surgery is done after birth. We know it’s the surgery that induces the glaucoma, because if you don’t operate on the cataract, glaucoma usually doesn’t occur.

**Differential Diagnosis**

Diagnosing childhood glaucoma can be tricky, in part because other conditions can mimic it by making the cornea cloudy or causing symptoms such as tearing. Problems that can cause corneal clouding include birth trauma, Peters’ anomaly, and sclerocornea and lysosomal storage diseases. Birth trauma can be caused by forceps delivery, and this can also mimic glaucoma. If the forceps happens to clamp across the baby’s head and eye, it can damage the cornea and cause swelling. (The swelling eventually resolves, but it can lead to other problems such as amblyopia.)

Some lysosomal storage diseases, in which the patient has an absence or deficiency of an enzyme, leading to inappropriate storage of material in various cells of the body, are associated with corneal clouding. The abnormal accumulation of excess cell products can lead to cells dying and significant medical problems throughout the body, including in the brain and kidneys; these diseases usually lead to death at a young age. Fortunately, these are rare conditions. It’s a challenging diagnosis to make, requiring the assistance of pediatricians and geneticists.

Other problems such as nasolacrimal duct obstruction, conjunctivitis and corneal abrasion or keratitis can cause tearing and light sensitivity that can also mimic childhood glaucoma. Nasolacrimal duct obstruction

(Continued on page 25)
FIRST AND ONLY
FDA-APPROVED TREATMENT FOR THYROID EYE DISEASE

TEPEZZA is proven to:\(^1\text{–}^4:\)

- Decrease proptosis\(^1\)
- Improve diplopia\(^1\)
- Reduce orbital pain, redness, and swelling\(^2\text{–}^3\)
- Improve functional vision and patient appearance\(^2\text{–}^3\)

...in patients with Thyroid Eye Disease (TED), without concomitant steroids (vs placebo at Week 24).

Learn more at TEDbreakthrough.com

INDICATION

TEPEZZA is indicated for the treatment of Thyroid Eye Disease.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

Warnings and Precautions

Infusion Reactions: TEPEZZA may cause infusion reactions. Infusion reactions have been reported in approximately 4% of patients treated with TEPEZZA. Reported infusion reactions have usually been mild or moderate in severity. Signs and symptoms may include transient increases in blood pressure, feeling hot, tachycardia, dyspnea, headache, and muscular pain. Infusion reactions may occur during an infusion or within 1.5 hours after an infusion. In patients who experience an infusion reaction, consideration should be given to premedicating with an antihistamine, antipyretic, or corticosteroid and/or administering all subsequent infusions at a slower infusion rate.

Preexisting Inflammatory Bowel Disease: TEPEZZA may cause an exacerbation of preexisting inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Monitor patients with IBD for flare of disease. If IBD exacerbation is suspected, consider discontinuation of TEPEZZA.
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Significantly greater proptosis responder rate* (Study 2)\(^1,2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEPEZZA</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83% (n=41)</td>
<td>10% (n=42)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(P < 0.001\) at Week 24

*Both the safety and efficacy of TEPEZZA were evaluated in 2 randomized, double-masked, placebo-controlled clinical trials (Studies 1 and 2) consisting of 171 patients with TED (84 were randomized to TEPEZZA and 87 to placebo). The primary endpoint in Studies 1 and 2 was proptosis responder rate, defined as having a ≥2-mm reduction from baseline in proptosis in the study eye at Week 24 without deterioration (≥2-mm increase in proptosis) in the non-study eye.\(^1\)

**Hyperglycemia:** Increased blood glucose or hyperglycemia may occur in patients treated with TEPEZZA. In clinical trials, 10% of patients (two-thirds of whom had preexisting diabetes or impaired glucose tolerance) experienced hyperglycemia. Hyperglycemic events should be managed with medications for glycemic control, if necessary. Monitor patients for elevated blood glucose and symptoms of hyperglycemia while on treatment with TEPEZZA. Patients with preexisting diabetes should be under appropriate glycemic control before receiving TEPEZZA.

**Adverse Reactions**

The most common adverse reactions (incidence ≥5% and greater than placebo) are muscle spasm, nausea, alopecia, diarrhea, fatigue, hyperglycemia, hearing impairment, dysgeusia, headache, and dry skin.

Please see Brief Summary of Prescribing Information for TEPEZZA on following page.
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
TEPEZZA is indicated for the treatment of Thyroid Eye Disease.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Infusion Reactions
TEPEZZA may cause infusion reactions. Infusion reactions have been reported in approximately 4% of patients treated with TEPEZZA. Signs and symptoms of infusion-related reactions include transient increases in blood pressure, feeling hot, tachycardia, dyspnea, headache and muscular pain. Infusion reactions may occur during any of the infusions or within 1.5 hours after an infusion. Reported infusion reactions are usually mild or moderate in severity and can usually be successfully managed with corticosteroids and antihistamines. In patients who experience an infusion reaction, consideration should be given to pre-medicating with an antihistamine, antisympathetic, corticosteroid and/or administering all subsequent infusions at a slower infusion rate.

Exacerbation of Preexisting Inflammatory Bowel Disease
TEPEZZA may cause an exacerbation of preexisting inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Monitor patients with IBD for flare of disease. If IBD exacerbation is suspected, consider discontinuation of TEPEZZA.

Hyperglycemia
Hyperglycemia or increased blood glucose may occur in patients treated with TEPEZZA. In clinical trials, 10% of patients (two-thirds of whom had preexisting diabetes or impaired glucose tolerance) experienced hyperglycemia. Hyperglycemic events should be controlled with medications for glycemic control, if necessary. Monitor patients for elevated blood glucose and symptoms of hyperglycemia while on treatment with TEPEZZA. Patients with preexisting diabetes should be under appropriate glycemic control prior to receiving TEPEZZA.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following clinically significant adverse reactions are described elsewhere in the labeling:

• Infusion Reactions [see Warnings and Precautions]
• Exacerbation of Inflammatory Bowel Disease [see Warnings and Precautions]
• Hyperglycemia [see Warnings and Precautions]

Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed in practice.

The safety of TEPEZZA was evaluated in two randomized, double-masked, placebo-controlled clinical studies (Study 1 [NCT01868997] and Study 2 [NCT0298887]) consisting of 170 patients with Thyroid Eye Disease (84 received TEPEZZA and 86 received placebo). Patients were treated with TEPEZZA (10 mg/kg for first infusion and 20 mg/kg for the remaining 7 infusions) or placebo given as an intravenous infusion every 3 weeks for a total of 8 infusions. The majority of patients completed 8 infusions (66% of TEPEZZA patients and 93% of placebo patients).

The most common adverse reactions (≥5%) that occurred at greater incidence in the TEPEZZA group than in the control group during the treatment period of Studies 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Adverse Reactions Occurring in 5% or More of Patients Treated with TEPEZZA and Greater Incidence than Placebo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse Reactions</th>
<th>TEPEZZA N (%)</th>
<th>Placebo N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muscle aches</td>
<td>22 (10%)</td>
<td>6 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>14 (7%)</td>
<td>8 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alopecia</td>
<td>15 (8%)</td>
<td>7 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>12 (6%)</td>
<td>7 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>12 (6%)</td>
<td>6 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>8 (4%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing impairment</td>
<td>8 (4%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryness</td>
<td>7 (3%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>7 (3%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry skin</td>
<td>7 (3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Fatigue includes asthenia
• Hyperglycemia includes blood glucose increase
• Hearing impairment (includes deafness, eustachian tube dysfunction, hyperacusis, hypoacusis and autophony)

Immunogenicity
As with all therapeutic proteins, there is potential for immunogenicity. The detection of antibody formation is highly dependent on the sensitivity and specificity of the assay. In a placebo-controlled study with TEPEZZA, 1 of 42 patients treated with placebo had detectable levels of antidrug antibodies in serum. In the same study, none of the 41 patients treated with TEPEZZA had detectable levels of antidrug antibodies in serum.

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS

Pregnancy
Risk Summary
Based on findings in animals and its mechanism of action inhibiting IGF-1R, TEPEZZA may cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman (see Use in Specific Populations). Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception prior to initiation, during treatment with TEPEZZA and for 6 months after the last dose of TEPEZZA.

Females
Based on its mechanism of action inhibiting IGF-1R, TEPEZZA may cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman (see Use in Specific Populations). Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective contraception prior to initiation, during treatment with TEPEZZA and for 6 months after the last dose of TEPEZZA.

OVERDOSAGE
No information is available for patients who have received an overdose.

PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION

Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Advise females of reproductive potential that TEPEZZA can cause harm to a fetus and to inform their healthcare provider of a known or suspected pregnancy.

Exacerbation of Preexisting Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Advise patients that TEPEZZA may cause infusion reactions that can occur at any time. Instruct patients to recognize the signs and symptoms of infusion reactions and to contact their healthcare provider immediately for signs or symptoms of potential infusion-related reactions.

Exacerbation of Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Advise patients on the risk of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and to seek medical advice immediately if they experience diarrhea, with or without blood or rectal bleeding, associated with abdominal pain or cramping/coil, urgency, tenesmus or incontinence.

Hyperglycemia
Advise patients on the risk of hyperglycemia and, if diabetic, discuss with healthcare provider to adjust glycemic control medications as appropriate.

Encourage compliance with glycemic control.
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Glaucoma Management

(Continued from page 21)

is very common in babies and young children, but a careful exam will usually clarify the nature of the problem.

Finally, congenital optic nerve anomalies can be misleading; some look like glaucomatous damage. However, this isn’t too hard to distinguish from true glaucoma, because you won’t find elevated pressure or other signs of glaucoma.

Once a child is brought in to see you, measuring the intraocular pressure is key to supporting or ruling out a diagnosis. Getting the pressure measurement with a toddler—in particular, those from one to three years of age—can be very challenging because they squeeze their eyes shut and fight to prevent you from touching them. If you do force your way in to take a reading, their resistance artificially raises the pressure.

In general, measuring a feeding or sleeping infant is ideal, and a handheld rebound tonometer, such as the iCare tonometer, has been shown to reduce the likelihood of having to conduct an examination under anesthesia (EUA). My experience agrees with that conclusion. Rebound tonometry can often be done while the child is distracted, and it doesn’t require topical anesthetic drops, which burn (making the child very unhappy).

If getting the pressure is impossible, an EUA is standard of care, based on your level of suspicion. However, you’ll have to take into account that general anesthesia tends to cause a decrease in IOP.

Managing the Disease

When treating an adult for glaucoma, the options usually come down to medications, laser trabeculoplasty or surgery. Most ophthalmologists prescribe medications first, although some will consider starting with the laser. (SLT as a primary treatment in adults is supported by some data in the literature.) [For more on this, see the point-counterpoint on p. 48.]

In children, laser trabeculoplasty isn’t helpful. If you develop glaucoma later in life, it means your trabecular meshwork aqueous drainage had been working pretty well, but then it got a little worse, leading to increased IOP. In contrast, if you develop glaucoma early in life, things are usually pretty bad; the drain’s not working well at all. For example, in juvenile open-angle glaucoma, the angle is severely dysfunctional and pressures are really high; small case series haven’t demonstrated any benefit to LT in these patients. (A laser-based treatment is also harder to perform, especially in young children, where it would require anesthesia.)

For many childhood glaucomas, medication is a reasonable primary treatment, moving to surgery if the problem worsens. However, surgery is standard of care for treating primary congenital glaucoma, because it often responds very well to surgery. The effect of medication on PCG is usually insufficient.

Another aspect of managing primary congenital glaucoma is that it’s associated with corneal edema. If a child has corneal edema in one eye, the result can be amblyopia, so after you address the glaucoma, you also have to address the weak vision in that eye caused by the visual blockage. Sending good visual information to the brain is essential for developing good vision, especially in the first three months of life when the brain and retina are developing together; if that’s interrupted for any reason during the first 8 to 10 years of life, a child can develop amblyopia.

Amblyopia is potentially reversible, with the use of patching, topical drops such as atropine, and putting the proper spectacle or contact lens correction in front of the eye, but it’s a lot of work. Of course, if you don’t address it in a timely manner, it can become impossible to reverse.

The Anesthesia Dilemma

Relying on surgery to address primary congenital glaucoma—the most common form of childhood glaucoma—leads to an additional challenge: deciding when, and how often, to use anesthesia on your young patient. Putting a child to sleep is necessary for a surgical procedure, but sometimes we even need to do a basic exam under anesthesia because the child won’t cooperate.

Given that anesthesia comes with potential risks, this raises the question of how often you should do a pediatric glaucoma exam under anesthesia. In general, it’s a good idea to avoid putting any patient to sleep too many times, but the particular concern here is that there might be neurodevelopmental effects from early exposure to anesthesia—especially repeated exposure. The problem is, it’s kind of a catch-22. The children that you have to put to sleep already have potential neurodevelopmental issues as a result of the glaucoma; if you don’t put the child to sleep to address the glaucoma, you may not be protecting him from those problems anyway.

The risks associated with anesthesia can be exacerbated by other pre-existing health concerns. For example, if you’re treating a child with cerebral palsy, the child already has a neurodevelopmental delay. The question is, will anesthesia have
any impact on that? Some studies have found evidence suggestive of a negative impact, but didn’t confirm the association. One study looked into the impact of a single anesthesia on otherwise healthy children younger than 36 months and found no statistically significant neurocognitive or behavioral differences later in life compared to children with no anesthesia exposure. That’s encouraging.

In my experience, it’s necessary to put children with glaucoma to sleep—especially infants and very young children. Clearly anesthesia is necessary if you need to operate, and there are times when you have to put patients to sleep to examine them. Furthermore, most of the time you’ll need to perform more exams down the road, and those may also require anesthesia. Ultimately, given the concerns surrounding anesthesia, you need to consider each procedure and exam carefully in the context of what’s going on with that patient.

Is Bilateral Surgery Safe?

One of the issues that comes up when treating childhood glaucoma is deciding whether or not to do bilateral surgery (assuming both eyes need treatment). Some doctors do bilateral surgery in the setting of primary congenital glaucoma, which is considered acceptable as a way to avoid additional surgeries. However, I only do bilateral surgery occasionally, for a number of reasons:

• Doing bilateral surgery will require keeping the child asleep for a longer time. This potentially increases the likelihood of unintended consequences. Of course, this is a trade-off; if you avoid doing a bilateral procedure, you’ll have to use anesthesia again later when you perform the second surgery. (Most of the studies that look at bilateral pediatric surgery don’t take into account the frequent need to do exams under anesthesia later.) Nevertheless, it may be safer to use anesthesia for shorter periods of time. Also, if you do bilateral surgery, you lose several advantages that come with performing sequential surgery:
  • If you just operate on one eye, you can see the result before operating on the second eye. If a problem arises, you can take steps to ensure it doesn’t occur during the second surgery.
  • Doing one eye right after the other opens the door to cross-contamination. One of the risks associated with bilateral surgery is the possibility that any issue with one eye—such as endophthalmitis—could end up also affecting the other eye, despite your best efforts to prevent it.
  • If there’s a complication, you don’t want both eyes disabled. If you do surgery in both eyes and have complications in both eyes, then the child is visually impaired in both eyes until the complication is resolved. That might impact the child’s function and development.

There are situations in which I’d be more likely to consider performing bilateral surgery—particularly if the child has short-term risks tied to anesthesia, such as asthma or heart problems. Also, some patients are refractory; they’re not responding to treatment, and/or their visual potential is very poor or nil. Putting those patients to sleep frequently is likely to increase the risk of a medical problem, including possible neurodevelopmental issues. Sleep is a common source of referral. If you do surgery in both eyes and have complications in both eyes, then the child is visually impaired in both eyes until the complication is resolved. That might impact the child’s function and development.

In the General Clinic

In reality, many comprehensive ophthalmologists don’t see young children. In addition, most children who have a health issue of any kind, including vision, are likely to be taken to a pediatrician. From there, they may end up in the office of a pediatric ophthalmologist or an optometrist with pediatric expertise. The moment they suspect glaucoma, most will send the child to someone with pediatric glaucoma expertise.

Certainly, if you do see a young child and you suspect glaucoma, a referral is appropriate. A child with primary congenital glaucoma, whose cornea looks cloudy or edematous, is an ASAP referral. Older children who may be at risk are usually a less-urgent referral, unless the pressure is very high or the optic nerve shows a lot of damage.

The most common thing a comprehensive ophthalmologist is likely to see is a child with an enlarged cup-to-disk ratio. Many of these children don’t have glaucoma; they simply have physiologic cupping, but that’s a common source of referral. With an older, more cooperative child, you can get a pressure, an OCT and maybe even a visual field if you need to. Children with abnormal testing or elevated IOP should be referred for further evaluation by someone with pediatric glaucoma expertise.

Dr. Beck has received grant support from Allergan. He reports no financial interest in any product mentioned in this article.
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An Extra Push for Wet AMD Patients

Sean McKinney, Senior Editor

Retinal specialists are pleased with the progress they’ve made while treating neovascular age-related macular degeneration in recent years, using anti-VEGF injections to help keep half of diagnosed patients at 20/40 or better, according to one major retrospective study. Gone are the days of automatically using focal macular laser photocoagulation to seal leaking vessels in a primitive attempt to temporarily spare parts of the macula not yet ravaged by disease. But as physicians well know, reflecting on how far they’ve progressed does nothing to prepare them for how far they still must go.

The sad and challenging fact is that even with today’s revolutionary drugs quieting the maculas of so many sighted success stories, some patients struggle to maintain their vision, even when faithfully following their intravitreal injection schedules. In this report, retinal specialists discuss strategies you can use for stabilizing these ever-hopeful patients before their view of their world blurs into legal blindness.

The Basics

For now, your choices when a patient’s vision isn’t getting better are bevacizumab (Avastin), ranibizumab (Lucentis), afliberecept (Eylea) and brolucizumab (Beovu). As you know, successful treatment can depend on myriad factors, including administration frequency, drug selection, schedule management, novel treatments, recognizing masquerade syndromes and confronting special challenges, such as intraretinal and subretinal fluid management and the perplexing downturns triggered by tachyphylaxis. Retinal specialists say the keys to progress can be found in how you use these anti-VEGF medications. Validated by the definitive findings of randomized, prospective trials, the treatments are paradoxically used with broad variability in many practices, depending on a clinician’s experience, successes, failures and willingness to try something new.

The continuing study of anti-VEGF therapy, at an individual level and as part of ongoing research, is what continues to drive patient care toward tomorrow, specialists say. In the words of J. Sebag, MD, FACS, FR COphth, FARVO, a senior research scientist at the Doheny Eye Institute/UCLA and a professor of clinical ophthalmology at the David Geffen School of Medicine, UCLA: “Research and clinical trials provide the scientific basis of our approach to..."
patient care in this area of our practices. But individualizing patient care is what enables us to also practice the art of medicine.”

Most retinal specialists point out that the possibility of producing no response or a partial response with the injection of anti-VEGF medication is rare. “Virtually all patients who have neovascular AMD are sensitive to anti-VEGF therapy,” notes David Boyer, MD, senior partner at the Retina-Vitreous Associates Medical Group, based in Los Angeles and surrounding areas. Nonetheless, safeguarding against less-than-adequate results remains a high priority.

Responding to Poor Response

If Dr. Boyer sees evidence of no response after one treatment, he immediately changes therapy. “I usually start my patients on Avastin or one of the branded medications, if needed,” he explains. “If I see that the patient isn’t doing well one month later, I make a change to Eylea or Lucentis and have the patient return in two weeks.” (Although approved dosages are monthly for Lucentis and once every two months after three months of initial treatment for Eylea, Dr. Boyer has found little difference between these two agents in these situations.) If he finds even the slightest response in a recalcitrant wet AMD case two weeks after the replacement treatment, he labels the patient a “poor responder” and proceeds with a customized approach to continuing to provide anti-VEGF therapy. “This disease is not like diabetes, which might not respond at all to an injection,” he points out.

Chirag Shah, MD, MPH, a partner at Ophthalmic Consultants of Boston, says he often takes a “modified stepwise approach” to patients with neovascular age-related macular degeneration who don’t respond to initial therapy, relying on a number of strategies. “In general, I start patients on Avastin because it’s an affordable and effective drug,” he says. If he’s not satisfied with the initial response, he considers switching patients to Eylea or Lucentis, each of which, he notes, has a greater pharmacological binding affinity to VEGF when compared to Avastin.

Like Dr. Boyer, he’ll also try a two-week interval, although not necessarily after only one failed treatment. “In this situation, I often alternate between Avastin and Lucentis or Eylea every two weeks, enabling twice-a-month dosing,” Dr. Shah explains. “Some insurance plans will cover both treatments each month. For other plans, I may need to absorb the cost of Avastin and only bill for the on-label drug. In my practice, however, this approach is very uncommon and only reserved for very aggressive wet AMD cases.”

Carl Regillo, MD, chief of the retina service at Wills Eye Hospital in Philadelphia, also occasionally administers anti-VEGF agents every two weeks for challenging cases. “I do this mainly to determine whether I’m dealing with a condition that’s VEGF-responsive and to find out if the patient’s therapeutic effect is wearing off in fewer than 30 days,” he notes. “Sometimes that’s the case, but rarely. During this 30-day period, you need to ensure continuous VEGF blockade.

“Of course, there are exceptions to everything,” he continues. “You may discover a slightly better effect at week two than at week four, which implies that the medication is wearing off a little too quickly. We do this early on in the treatment of patients who aren’t responding as well as we’d hoped they would. When you’re finding significant exudation or experiencing a suboptimal response, you must first make sure you’re administering the drug as frequently as it needs to be administered. You test the waters.
But in my experience, it’s very rare that you have a patient receiving injections less than every 30 days.”

Dr. Regillo is reluctant to quantifiably describe the advantages and disadvantages of today’s wet AMD therapies. “These drugs are more alike than different,” he notes. “There’s no study that shows significant differences in efficacy, safety or even durability. Anecdotally and in practice, we appreciate and sometimes see some different effects—one may provide a little bit more drying, a little bit more durability or be a little bit longer acting, for example. But when we first start using any one of these drugs to treat a patient’s onset of AMD, we almost always see some reduction in exudation.”

When a patient’s wet AMD is well-established by a previous response to anti-VEGF therapy or the presence of neovascularization is confirmed by OCTA, Dr. Regillo uses alternative anti-VEGF medications, intensifying therapy after three or four non-productive injections of his initial choice of medication. “Interestingly, the newer drugs do seem to have a little more of a drying effect than the earlier ones,” he notes. “Anecdotally, we’ve seen this effect progress from Avastin to Lucentis and then to Eylea. Now, Beovu seems to dry a little more than Eylea. The OCT results show a greater degree of reduction in OCT central retinal thickness.

“Subsequent subgroup analysis from phase 3 studies has shown that Beovu dried at a greater and faster degree,” he adds. “So at this stage, if the drugs I’m using don’t adequately dry up a patient’s exudation, I’ll consider using Beovu, but I’ll need to do so with great care, now that we’ve seen recent safety issues come to light with this new drug. In the context of new FDA labeling and risks that have surfaced, I’ll need to be certain I’m selecting the right patients who might benefit from this medication.”

When Persistence Pays Off

Unlike most of his peers, Dr. Sebag’s typical approach to wet AMD patients who don’t respond sufficiently to anti-VEGF therapy is to continue with injections. “The first thing I would say is that I don’t jump to conclusions, even after my patient has undergone four or five treatments,” he notes. “I usually try to go longer before concluding that a patient isn’t responding to my approach.”

Dr. Sebag recalls one patient, a frail seamstress in her 80s, who was intent on regaining visual acuity. She endured 10 injections of Lucentis over 10 months, achieving no change in her 20/200 vision. “I told her she had been a really good patient but that she was not responding,” he says. “Then I told her I really didn’t want to put her through any more duress.”

The patient pleaded for a few more injections, to which Dr. Sebag agreed. “Little by little, with con-
tinuing injections, her visual acuity remarkably improved to 20/20,” he recalls. “She began to sew again. I was totally amazed. It taught me a lesson about how difficult it is to translate the results of clinical trials to a given individual. The only way you’re going to be able to approximate the results of a clinical trial is if you’re dealing with a patient who’s exactly the same as the ones in the clinical trial.”

Dr. Sebag now individualizes all of his treatment regimens, declining to stringently adhere to the results of when clinical challenges compel him to try a new approach. “For example: I have eight or nine patients who initially responded to monthly treatments, successfully extended, then stopped responding,” he says. “I went back to monthly treatments and they still didn’t get better. I proposed to them that we inject every two weeks for three to four months. So I used a half of a dozen injections to jump start their systems to see if that would work, which, anecdotally, it did. These patients received samples alternating with a standard drug treatment covered by insurance, which only pays for treatment intervals of 28 or more days. This approach seemed to get these patients back on track. They went back up to monthly injections and then once every two months.”

More Novel Approaches

Like Dr. Sebag, other specialists also use individual approaches to managing recalcitrant wet AMD patients. Below is a summary of a few:

- **Increasing doses.** A higher dose of the anti-VEGF agent can sometimes help produce a better response in suboptimal responders, according to Dr. Shah. “For me, this isn’t possible when treating with Avastin,” says Dr. Shah, who uses this technique as part of his modified stepwise approach to non-responders. “We get Avastin from a compounding pharmacy and there isn’t enough volume of the drug in the syringe to administer a higher dose. For Eylea and Lucentis, though, I can administer a higher dose. Instead of the standard 50 microliters, I can inject 75 or 100 microliters. Although the HARBOR study didn’t show an advantage of 2 mg of Lucentis compared to the standard dose of 0.5 mg, we find that a higher dose can sometimes dry the macula better in clinical practice.”

- **Adding topical dorzolamide hydrochloride-timolol maleate (Cosopt) to the mix.** Dr. Shah says the additive effect of this topical glaucoma medication can enhance anti-VEGF therapy in recalcitrant cases, helping to decrease macular leakage. “Jason Hsu and colleagues [including Dr. Shah] found that this therapy can help in this way,” says Dr. Shah, describing this third strategy in his stepwise approach to these cases. He notes that the reasons the medication helps some patients aren’t known, although Cosopt includes a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor, which could play a role, as well as a beta blocker that might help improve the effectiveness of the anti-VEGF drug at the receptor level. “Through the action of aqueous suppression, Cosopt could also potentially help reduce clearance of the anti-VEGF drug from the eye, allowing its extended presence to continue to better dry the macula,” he adds.

- **Overcoming the paralysis of tachyphylaxis.** Dr. Boyer says tachyphylaxis can initially signal apparent treatment failure. “You’re injecting a stable patient once every three months, then the effects of the treatment suddenly only last two-and-a-half months,” he notes. “Next, it’s two months and it goes down from there, losing its effect. No one knows why this occurs. In these cases, you just need to replace the medication you’re using with another one. Patients will
**Beovu Watch**

Approved for every-12-week dosing, Novartis’ Beovu boasted the longest treatment interval of all intravitreal anti-VEGF injections when it was launched in October of 2019. However, retinal specialists’ enthusiasm for the drug has been tempered by reports of 14 patients who developed vasculitis after Beovu injections. Subsequent retrospective investigations found the medication was associated with occlusions of retinal blood vessels at various sites, a delayed onset of uveitis in one case and the development of a retinal arteriolar occlusion with severe vision loss in another case.1,2,3

On June 11, Novartis announced that the FDA had approved an updated label with additional safety information for Beovu. Under “Warnings and Precautions” the drug’s prescribing information states that “retinal vasculitis and/or retinal vascular occlusion, typically in the presence of intraocular inflammation, have been reported following Beovu injections. Patients should be instructed to report any change in vision without delay.” Beovu is contraindicated in patients with active intraocular inflammation. Novartis says it’s established a coalition composed of its own researchers and outside ophthalmologists to “examine the root causes and potential risk factors associated with the reported adverse events and to determine mitigation and treatment recommendations.”

Chirag Shah, MD, MPH, a partner at Ophthamlic Consultants of Boston, says Beovu is “a final consideration” if wet AMD patients aren’t responding to anti-VEGF therapy. “Some people would add it sooner in their algorithm,” he admits. “The reason I’d consider it later in my algorithm is because of the potential side effects that we’re just learning about now.”

“We’d been using Beovu after its recent release,” says David Boyer, MD, senior partner at the Retina-Vitreous Associates Medical Group, based in Los Angeles and surrounding areas. “It does dry better than the others. But until the inflammatory component of it has been worked out, it’s very difficult to recommend that medication as a primary treatment, or until you’ve exhausted the other options.”

J. Sebag, MD, FACS, FRCOphth, FARVO, a senior research scientist at the Doheny Eye Institute/UCLA and a professor of clinical ophthalmology at the David Geffen School of Medicine, UCLA, says he’s not sure if the reports of occlusive vasculitis raise a major concern. “But the safety issue has made me feel better about not jumping on the bandwagon and being among the first to use this drug,” he adds. “We’ll have to see if the vasculitis is a major issue or not, and what role the drug should play in patients who aren’t responding well to other anti-VEGF therapies.”

Besides ruling out patients who have ocular inflammation, as recommended under the new labeling, Carl Regillo, MD, chief of the retina service at Wills Eye Hospital in Philadelphia, says he’ll be very cautious about using Beovu for all future patients.

“These reports have been cause for concern, and the findings are naturally going to make us a bit more selective,” Dr. Regillo says. “In terms of the types of patients we might treat with this drug, that issue remains an open question in many of our minds for the time being. Knowing that there’s a possibility—no matter how small—of a patient developing vaso-occlusive side effects, we may need to consider the medication as a third-line treatment at this time because the safety profile isn’t as good as it is for the drugs we’ve been using. So we’re less inclined to introduce it earlier for patients who are doing relatively well visually.”

---


---

start responding again and you can actually return to the initial medication at some point, if you wish. This occurs in only 5 to 10 percent of patients. Usually, the biggest problem for wet AMD patients is that we don’t treat them frequently enough. So you want to make sure tachyphylaxis doesn’t lead to undertreatment.”

**Managing fluid.** One of Dr. Boyer’s treatment goals is to eliminate intraretinal fluid, which he notes is a dangerous threat to vision. On the other hand, “if you’re treating a patient and subretinal fluid persists but the patient continues to have good vision, that’s usually tolerable,” says Dr. Boyer. “But you don’t stop treating the patient. Reports show that subretinal fluid is not detrimental but also that patients are continuing to be treated to get rid of the fluid. In these cases, the doctors just couldn’t eliminate the fluid. It’s not that they gave up on treatment. You have to be careful about this, but it’s true that subretinal fluid doesn’t bother vision as much as intraretinal fluid. It’s not affecting vision, so you’re not as concerned about it.”

Although improvement and good visual outcomes usually go together when you’re drying the macula, Dr. Regillo points out that getting the macula completely dry is not always necessary. “That being said,” he continues, “when we see fluctuating fluid or decreasing vision and increasing intraretinal fluid in particular, we need to do a better job of reducing the exudation to a limited amount. We have no other choice but to switch among the anti-VEGF drugs. Whenever drug you choose first, you need to consider trying another and then trying another. At first, you should try them very frequently—every four weeks, sometimes more frequently, to see if the fluid is anti-VEGF responsive. It’s possible that no agent will completely dry the macula.”

**Maximizing frequency.** When he sees unwanted regression during his evaluations, Dr. Sebag reviews the history of the patient’s frequency. “If the patient hasn’t responded, I find that frequency is usually the primary reason,” he notes. “It seems you’re
never able to maximize frequency. I usually start with monthly injections for three months in a row before I transition to injections of Eylea every two months."

He typically prefers to eventually start patients on a treat-and-extend protocol, when possible. "It’s quite variable from patient to patient," he notes. "No matter how you design treatment, however, a lot of factors can disrupt the schedule—patients not getting a ride to the office, patients feeling ill, conflicting doctors’ appointments. All kinds of issues can interfere with the treatment you design."

**Masquerade Ball**

The manifestations of polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy, central serous chorioretinopathy and other conditions can be present in the retina, disguised as the signs and symptoms of neovascular disease until their true identities are identified and responded to accordingly. "A number of masquerade syndromes can mimic the findings of a neovascular disease,” says Dr. Boyer. He identified the primary offenders:

- chronic central serous chorioretinopathy;
- polypoidal disease;
- adult-onset foveomacular vitelliform dystrophy;
- macular telangiectasia;
- acquired vitelliform maculopathy;
- basal laminar drusen; and
- acute exudative polymorphous vitelliform maculopathy.

“We’ve seen lesions sent to us that have resulted in totally unexpected findings,” he continues. “One turned out to be associated with lymphoma. These are the types of patients who wouldn’t respond to anti-VEGF therapy. So, when I see this, I rework them up, getting an OCTA, which I find is usually helpful in identifying some of these conditions. Of course, I always look for these unusual findings at baseline, but sometimes they’re not initially obvious.”

Macular dystrophies are among the other classic examples of these distractions that Dr. Regillo has diagnosed. "Patients may get started on anti-VEGF and the response is not seen,” he says. “So the first thing I ask myself when I don’t see any response: ‘Is the diagnosis correct?’ ICG angi-

![Fig. 3. Pattern dystrophy can sometimes masquerade as wet AMD. This patient, who has pattern dystrophy, developed subretinal fluid (A), raising concern for choroidal neovascularization. However, OCTA ruled out choroidal neovascularization (B) and the patient was monitored thereafter. He returned six weeks later, showing spontaneous resolution of the subretinal fluid (C).](image-url)
ography is superior to fluorescein angiography in helping us view the choroidal base for choroidal lesions. If you see the polyps and you’re not seeing an adequate response to anti-VEGF therapy, then adding photodynamic therapy is a potential option for you to consider. It’s very rarely used now, but it’s an option in these cases.”

In a “desperate situation,” Dr. Boyer says he will also use PDT. “Then, though, you run the risk of creating a scar, depending on the thickness of the choroid. If the choroid is thick, you can get away with it, but if it’s not, the use of PDT may not be best. And it’s important to always remember that the visual results of PDT are nowhere near the level of quality that we can achieve with anti-VEGF therapy.”

Dr. Shah modifies PDT to minimize risks in these cases. “As we all know, PDT involves intravenous administration of verteporfin, which is activated in the retina by a non-thermal laser,” he says. “I often use half-fluence laser, which can yield a similar response to full-fluence laser but with reduced complications, such as an episode of choroidal hyperperfusion that can lead to darkening of the central vision.”

**Best You Can Do**

In a complex interweaving of pathologies, Dr. Boyer says that he’s seen neovascularization that’s led to a retinal and choroidal anastomosis. “These patients continue to leak and you unfortunately aren’t going to be able to stop this leaking,” he says. “The blood vessels are large and probably not sensitive to anti-VEGF factors. These patients are end-stage or patients who have had AMD for a long period of time.”

In the final analysis, retinal specialists agree, the best you can do for these patients is to keep trying all therapeutic options and remain open to improvements in safety and new treatments on the R&D horizon. “We can’t give up on our patients,” says Dr. Sebag. “We must always find ways to keep trying to help them see better.”

---


---

**Will This Apparent Uptick Last?**

No one is certain how long the success that some refractive surgeons are reporting will last. Refractive surgery procedures have been on the decline in recent times, and some believe this trend will continue in the long term. Market Scope, a leading source for market data, independent perspective, and objective analysis in today’s health-care marketplace, reports that 746,000 laser vision correction procedures were performed in 2019, down slightly from 2018. “We expect 2020 volumes to decrease further,” although the magnitude of this decrease is still yet to be determined, says Kristen Harmon Ingenito, vice president and director of ophthalmics at Market Scope.

Meanwhile, at the practice level, at least some surgeons remain optimistic. During the recent lockdown amid the first wave of the pandemic, some surgeons were forced to stay closed for up to 10 weeks. Most don’t expect that scenario to recur, meaning that ophthalmologists will have a basis of differentiation when explaining the availability of their procedures in the months ahead, even in regions where the number of COVID-19 cases may be spiking and elective procedures are put on hold in hospitals.

Dr. Bond, whose office has a Wavelight Allegretto laser in the surgical suite, believes his operations can continue in a business-as-usual fashion—with hopes that it will be a good time for business in the months ahead.

“I think we have reason to feel confident about our immediate future,” he says.  

**Drs. Donnenfeld, Bond, McKee, Harden and Shetty have no financial interest in any of the products discussed.**
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Is It Time to Treat Presymptomatic DR?

Christopher Kent, Senior Editor

In recent years, patients with proliferative diabetic retinopathy who present with symptoms such as edema, neovascularization and hemorrhages have usually been offered treatment with anti-VEGF injections. Now, trials such as PANORAMA (Study of the Efficacy and Safety of Intravitreal Aflibercept for the Improvement of Moderately Severe to Severe Nonproliferative Diabetic Retinopathy) are providing evidence that treatment before these symptoms appear may not only reduce the severity of the disease but also reduce the risk of progressing to the more-severe, symptomatic disease.

The evidence is sufficiently compelling that in May 2019 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved the use of aflibercept (Eyelea, Regeneron) to treat all stages of diabetic retinopathy, including presymptomatic stages. As a result, some ophthalmologists have begun offering this treatment to patients in this category—but many others are hesitant to alter their protocol.

“Diabetic retinopathy is a heterogeneous disease,” notes Charles Wykoff, MD, PhD, director of research at Retina Consultants of Houston and deputy chair of ophthalmology for the Blanton Eye Institute at the Houston Methodist Hospital. “There’s diabetic macular edema, and then there’s diabetic retinopathy broadly.

“There are two recent studies relevant to the early stages of the disease process,” he continues. “One is PANORAMA, which is the only prospective trial giving us data about nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy eyes without diabetic macular edema in the anti-VEGF era. The other trial is the Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Research Network’s Protocol V trial, which looked at mild diabetic macular edema, when people still have relatively preserved central visual function. That trial looked at the potential value of earlier treatment with anti-VEGF injections versus laser or observation. Both of these datasets can inform clinical practice.”

“It’s an interesting time in terms of treatment for retinopathy regression,” agrees W. Lloyd Clark, MD, who practices at the Palmetto Retina Center in Columbia, South Carolina, and is an assistant clinical professor of ophthalmology at the University of South Carolina School of Medicine. “We now have data showing that two FDA-approved anti-VEGF agents—ranibizumab and aflibercept—can produce dramatic regression rates in a small subset of patients with nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy. Patients with severe nonproliferative disease receiv-
ing aggressive therapy appear to have, across the board, about an 80-percent chance of a two-step regression in retinopathy. We know this from multiple clinical trials—not just from PANORAMA, but from the registration trials for diabetic macular edema. “This is very compelling data for a subset of patients who are at high risk of having vision-threatening complications in the next one to two years,” he continues. “It means we can potentially have a dramatic impact on the natural disease history in the 10 to 15 percent of the diabetic population with severe nonproliferative disease that we see in ophthalmic practice.”

Presymptomatic patients, even with fairly severe disease, have traditionally not been treated with anti-VEGF injections. Above: An asymptomatic 60-year-old female with Type 2 diabetes. Her right eye has PDR without DME, with multifocal zones of neovascularization in the mid and far periphery and extensive areas of retinal non-perfusion visualized with widefield fluorescein angiography. Her left eye has severe NPDR with center-involved DME with extensive vascular leakage revealed by widefield fluorescein angiography, but still has good visual acuity.

“On the other hand, an important secondary endpoint in PANORAMA was the percentage of patients that developed a vision-threatening complication,” he continues. “The complications studied in PANORAMA included the development of proliferative disease; the development of anterior segment neovascularization; and the development of center-involved diabetic macular edema. Those secondary endpoints are far more clinically relevant. Unfortunately, this was not the data that the presenters initially featured in their presentations, because it wasn’t the primary outcome of the trial.

“Now, as the discussion about PANORAMA evolves, we’re trying to change the focus to talking more about those vision-threatening complications,” he says. “The likelihood of avoiding a vision-threatening complication with either dosing strategy—as infrequently as one injection every four months—was 65 percent or higher. So even injecting the patient three times a year reduced the risk of developing one of these complications by a significant amount.

“The second issue with the clinical trial is that its design was a little confusing,” Dr. Clark continues. “The discussion during the first year of PANORAMA largely centered around the every-eight-week treatment group because that group had the highest rates of diabetic retinopathy severity regression. But in year two, the every-eight-week group was converted to treatment-as-needed. It turned out that these patients were then undertreated by the investigators, receiving fewer than two injections in the second year. As a result, the regression rates actually worsened in year two.

What the Data Show

Among the reasons many clinicians are still not treating presymptomatic patients is that the PANORAMA trial wasn’t focused primarily on the concerns and goals of clinicians. “The goal of PANORAMA was to achieve a two-step diabetic retinopathy severity score improvement, with the ultimate objective of obtaining regulatory approval for the use of a given pharmaceutical agent,” Dr. Wykoff says. “It’s helpful to understand this. In that context, a clinician’s goals aren’t necessarily about achieving a two-step diabetic retinopathy severity improvement based on color fundus photograph readings. Among other things, that doesn’t necessarily correlate with visual function.”

Dr. Clark agrees that in terms of convincing clinicians to alter their paradigm, the design of the PANORAMA trial may be part of the problem. “First of all, the trial wasn’t really designed to answer the important clinical questions that could convince patients and physicians to change their behavior,” he says. “The primary outcome for PANORAMA was a two-step regression in diabetic retinopathy severity. That’s an important endpoint, and it was critical for FDA approval, but it’s not a clinical endpoint. Most clinicians don’t use serial color fundus photographs to rate diabetic retinopathy.
That muddied the waters a little bit.”

Both Drs. Wykoff and Clark agree that focusing on specific parts of the trial data is more clinically helpful. “The real money lies in paying attention to the 16-week data,” Dr. Clark explains. “Only this group had fixed dosing throughout the course of the two years. These patients were treated monthly for three months, then treated three times a year thereafter, and they had about a 65-percent reduction in vision-threatening complications. “The standard of care for a patient with severe nonproliferative disease but no symptoms,” he continues, “is to see the patient for observation every four months, based on the guidelines of the American Academy of Ophthalmology and the American Diabetes Association—just like the every-16-week group in the PANORAMA study. The only difference here, in terms of the treatment burden for these patients, is the addition of an intravitreal injection. And if they get one, their risk of developing a vision-threatening complication is reduced by two-thirds.”

Dr. Wykoff points out that the data from the second year of PANORAMA was particularly informative in regards to dosing frequency. “In the arms that transitioned to as-needed dosing, patients only got an average of 1.8 injections during the second year,” he points out. “That’s very few injections. In that context, 92 percent of the eyes maintained at least a one-step diabetic retinopathy improvement from baseline, among those who had achieved a two-step improvement at one year. In other words, once you improve your diabetic retinopathy severity with anti-VEGF dosing and achieve stability, the ongoing dosing frequency needed in most eyes, at least through one additional year, is probably very small. Every 12 or 16 weeks is probably sufficient to maintain the improvement.”

**Should You Stay the Course?**

Despite the new data, many surgeons haven’t altered their treatment protocols. “We know that anti-VEGF injections are highly effective at slowing the disease process,” says Dr. Wykoff. “They slow the progression of diabetic retinopathy, improve diabetic retinopathy severity levels as measured by color fundus photographs, and decrease the rates of development of proliferative diabetic retinopathy and center-involved diabetic macular edema. This has been shown by data from the PANORAMA trial, as well as other studies such as RIDE, RISE, VISTA and VIVID.”

“The problem is that intravitreal injections are invasive,” he continues. “Many patients with nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy without diabetic macular edema are asymptomatic. They have very good visual function. Actually, there is some evidence that they may not have totally normal visual function, even without diabetic macular edema, although we need more data to better understand this issue. But the way we currently measure visual function clinically with Snellen acuity, many of these patients have very good visual function. They often state that they’re completely asymptomatic. In that situation, it’s a high bar to start repeated intravitreal injections in most cases.”

“There are certain situations in which patients may be more interested in pursuing treatment,” he continues, “such as when they’ve had complications and lost vision because of diabetic macular edema or diabetic retinopathy in the fellow eye. In that situation they may be more interested in earlier intervention to prevent disease progression. But many patients and physicians are still simply observing these high-risk nonproliferative
There is data to support either option,” he notes. “The data can be used to support earlier intervention, but it can also be used to support watchful waiting. Some of these eyes, as we’ve learned from both PANORAMA and DRCR protocol V, can be stable over time. As a result, following these patients closely and looking for any sign of deterioration is a very common and reasonable clinical strategy. Maintaining stability in an eye with nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy without diabetic macular edema is a reasonable clinical objective.”

“I understand the resistance to this among patients and doctors when the patient doesn’t have a problem in the fellow eye or family members who’ve lost vision because of a complication from diabetes,” says Dr. Clark. “These patients have been managed appropriately for decades with close observation. If the patient hasn’t lost any vision, even at this level of severity when they might benefit from the treatment, why not maintain the status quo? Why introduce a treatment with potential complications and some additional cost, when these patients have been effectively managed in the past with observation and treatment for vision-threatening progression? Basically, what we’re doing here is lowering the threshold for treatment,” he says. “Instead of treating the complications, the idea is to treat the retinopathy prior to the development of complications. However, if a patient at this severity level has no vision loss in either eye, there’s bound to be some resistance to doing this. So for now, at least, I think you need a tie-breaker to proceed with therapy, be it vision loss in the other eye or a family member.”

**Treatment Protocol**

Dr. Wykoff explains his clinical protocol when managing these patients. “My personal bias is to lean toward earlier intervention,” he says. “I’d rather prevent progression of the disease and stabilize it at an earlier stage than wait for proliferative disease or center-involved diabetic macular edema and vision loss to initiate therapy. I try to achieve that goal using the least-frequent dosing possible.”

“The dosing frequency in PANORAMA was substantial: five monthly doses in the Q8 arm, and three monthly doses in the Q16 arm followed by every-16-week dosing through one year,” he continues. “In clinic, when I’m treating nonproliferative retinopathy without diabetic macular edema, I often start with a less-frequent dosing pattern, such as every eight, 12 or even 16 weeks from the outset, depending on the goals and my discussion with the patient. So in the clinic we often choose to dose less-frequently than was done in PANORAMA, depending on the objectives we’re trying to achieve.”

“Of course,” he adds, “this approach is not for every patient, but it’s a discussion worth having with these patients and their caregivers.”

Would Dr. Clark consider treating patients on an eight-week schedule? “The data does suggest an additional benefit for those treated every eight weeks,” he notes. “Nevertheless, in clinical practice I’d approach this type of patient with the initial plan to pursue a dosing strategy consistent with the 16-week arm in PANORAMA. I’d have a short monthly loading period, followed by automatic extension out to four months. If the patient then developed a vision-threatening complication, I’d consider reducing the treatment interval to eight weeks. But initially I’d try to treat all of these patients every 16 weeks, because of the robust nature of the clinical trial data at two years.”

Both doctors say the patient’s situation and goals are a big part of making the treatment decision. “In most cases, patients with fovea-involving wet macular degeneration, PDR, or center-involved diabetic macular edema with vision loss are probably going to be offered treatment,” notes Dr. Wykoff. “But in earlier stages of DR...
and DME, it’s more of a discussion. There’s a lot to think about. What are the risks of the treatment? What are the benefits? What are the patient’s goals? What’s the patient’s ability to continue to receive ongoing close care? What's the status of the fellow eye? Patients need to be involved in these discussions and know what the data says about their situation.

“At the end of the day,” he continues, “many patients will simply trust their physician and say, ‘What do you think?’ But along the way, most patients want to try to make an informed decision, and with these datasets we can inform them better than ever. Before this we had the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study from the 1980s, which helped us to prognosticate how eyes would do over time with different diabetic retinopathy severity levels. This newer data can guide us in terms of what the risk profile of these patients is like with and without anti-VEGF dosing.”

Dr. Clark says that in his clinic he’s opting to treat these patients—but with a few caveats. “It’s not uncommon to identify a patient with severe nonproliferative disease who’s undergoing treatment for diabetic macular edema in the fellow eye,” he notes. “That’s a pretty compelling group of patients to start with, because they already have a vision-threatening complication in one eye. In the fellow eye they have a threshold retinopathy, but without macular edema. Also, the additional treatment burden created by treating for regression in the fellow eye is minimal, because they’re already coming in for treatment of the diabetic macular edema in the one eye. You’re not going to increase the number of visits. Obviously there’s an incremental increase in risk because of the additional injection, and some incremental additional cost. But the tradeoff, in terms of risk-reduction for the fellow eye, is dramatic. You have an 80-percent chance of avoiding diabetic macular edema or proliferative disease in that eye.

“I also think this is a meaningful conversation to have when these patients, in that narrow threshold of level 47 to level 53 disease severity, have family members who’ve lost vision because of a complication from diabetes,” he adds. “I try to have a detailed discussion with these patients about the data, and they’ve indicated an interest in therapy.”

Measuring Treatment Success

One issue raised by this new protocol is that judging the success of your treatment before symptoms have occurred can be a challenge. “When managing diabetic macular edema and wet macular degeneration we have OCT,” says Dr. Wykoff. “That technology can readily show us changes in fluid status. But eyes with severe NPDR without diabetic macular edema, by definition, don’t have center-involved fluid. That means we’re relying more on other, less-quantifiable parameters such as the clinical exam.

“I use a lot of fundus photography with eyes that have diabetic retinopathy,” he notes. “In my clinic I routinely use widefield imaging to manage these patients. I also like to obtain widefield fluorescein angiograms, especially at baseline. I want to know the burden of ischemia and make sure I know of any proliferative disease before initiating anti-VEGF dosing. Then, when I’m treating patients with nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy, I like to repeat a widefield fluorescein angiogram once a year, or once every other year. In reality, I often can’t repeat them as frequently as I would like.

“If you seldom take fundus photographs or don’t have access to such imaging,” he adds, “you’ll need to rely on clinical documentation, noting whether you think it’s mild, moderate or severe nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy.”

Integrating the Information

Dr. Wykoff says he doesn’t think the purpose of this data should be simply to drive usage. “The value of these datasets is to inform patients and clinicians about what to expect with patients in this disease state with various management strategies,” he explains. “They allow us to quantify the risk that the patient will end up in a specific clinical state if we do treat them or don’t treat them. That allows us to make informed decisions and recommendations. I think, towards that end, these datasets have been incredibly valuable. And, we’ll continue to learn more from them as we do more post-hoc, or hypothesis-generating analyses.”

Dr. Wykoff adds that he does see a gradual shift toward earlier treatment. “I think more doctors are considering this and discussing it with these patients,” he says. “It’s very different from center-involved diabetic macular edema with vision loss, PDR or wet macular degeneration, where most patients are going to receive treatment, and it doesn’t makes sense for every patient. It may even be a minority of patients with nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy that ultimately get treated with anti-VEGF agents before they have diabetic macular edema or PDR. But I believe there’s a movement to at least consider earlier intervention and discuss it with patients, along with considering close clinical observation. As our interventional options become more durable, and hopefully—even eventually—less invasive, I believe we’ll see a continued shift toward earlier intervention.”

Dr. Wykoff is a consultant for Genentech and Regeneron and does research for both companies. Dr. Clark is a consultant, investigator and on the speaker’s bureau for both Regeneron and Genentech, and an investigator for Bayer Pharmaceuticals.
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“The Blind, Painful Eye: Retrobulbar Alcohol Injection”

Surgical Video by:
Richard J. Mackool, MD

**Video Overview:**
Here we depart from our usual presentation of intraocular microsurgical procedures and techniques. A very elderly patient with early phthisis bulbii, and a blind and extremely painful eye receives a retrobulbar alcohol injection to immediately relieve her intractable pain. The appropriate alcohol concentration and anticipated outcome is also discussed.

**Learning Objective:**
After completion of this educational activity, participants should be able to:

- present the indication and technique of retrobulbar injection of alcohol.

**Satisfactory Completion:** Learners must pass a post-test and complete an evaluation form to receive a certificate of completion. You must listen to/view the entire video as partial credit is not available. If you are seeking continuing education credit for a specialty not listed below, it is your responsibility to contact your licensing/certification board to determine course eligibility for your licensing/certification requirement.

**Credit Designation Statement:** Amedco designates this enduring material activity for a maximum of .25 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.
The Experts’ Take on Astigmatic Keratotomy

Christine Leonard, Associate Editor

When it comes down to the knife or the laser, surgeon preference varies.

In the 1990s, limbal relaxing incisions by and large replaced astigmatic keratotomy on the cornea for astigmatism correction. “The cornea has circumferential fiber rings around the limbus that extend within 1.5 D of the blood vessels of the limbus, so when you cut within that zone right next to the limbus and along, rather than across, the annulus of fibers, the cornea isn’t weakened as much and you don’t end up with wacky overcorrections,” explains Steven G. Safran, MD, PA, a staff surgeon at Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital in Hamilton, New Jersey. “We made the switch to limbal relaxing incisions from corneal incisions because they’re safer.”

Often done in conjunction with cataract surgery—most cataract surgery candidates have at least 1.25 D of astigmatism¹—incisional keratotomy methods such as manual LRIs enjoy a long history of published studies supporting their safety and efficacy for astigmatism correction,²⁵ in addition to well-developed nomograms, some of which have been in use for over 20 years. Performing manual incisions is relatively inexpensive, since there’s no need to purchase an expensive femtosecond laser. All you need to perform incisional keratotomy is a toric axis marker and a diamond knife, which can last forever with the proper care, experts say.

More recently, femtosecond lasers have been on the rise for managing astigmatism in conjunction with cataract surgery,⁶⁻⁷ making it very simple and convenient for the ophthalmic surgeon to create LRIs with the laser at the time of laser-assisted cataract surgery. Proponents of laser-assisted cataract and LRI procedures say that the femtosecond laser can ensure and increase incisional precision and uniformity. Additionally, technologies like pachymetry, real-time OCT and topography can be paired with the laser for added safety and improved anatomical visualization.

In this article, we’ll hear from proponents of both methods, and discuss the current pros and cons of lasers and knives.

Pro Laser

Preeya K. Gupta, MD, a corneal specialist at the Duke Eye Center, says that the femtosecond laser provides an easy way to integrate astigmatism correction into your clinical practice, especially if you’re already using the laser to do cataract surgery. “Adding astigmatism correction takes only seconds of additional time. We should all be correcting even low levels of astigmatism, because it leads to better visual outcomes,” says Dr. Gupta. “The
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femtosecond laser provides a precise and automated way to do this.”

Dr. Gupta, who uses the LenSx laser from Alcon, prefers the laser to manual methods for a couple of reasons. “Before I started using the femtosecond laser, I did manual LRIs, but I didn’t do them on every patient,” she says. “I’d reserve them for patients who had 1 D or more of astigmatism. With the laser, on the other hand, I consider treating even low levels of astigmatism. I treat astigmatism for every laser cataract surgery patient.”

It’s partly a matter of convenience, she explains. “If I’m already sitting at the laser for cataract surgery, it’s not a lot of extra effort to treat astigmatism at the same time,” she says. “The patient is already docked to the laser, whereas if I were to switch to manual incisions, it’d require several extra steps: You need to make a plan, have other instruments and have the patient sit up for marking. Using the laser for both cataract surgery and astigmatism correction makes sense from a practical standpoint.”

Shachar Tauber, MD, lead physician on the specialty council and director of telemedicine and ophthalmic research at Mercy Clinic Eye Specialists in Springfield, Missouri, who began his medical journey in the radial keratotomy and astigmatic keratotomy school of refractive surgery, says he was very grateful when excimer and femtosecond lasers arrived on the scene. “I’ve gotten completely away from manual keratotomy, even for transplants,” says Dr. Tauber, who uses the Catalys laser from Johnson & Johnson Vision. “I can have cyclotorsion set up for better accuracy with my marking, and I can pair my laser to the topographer. Incorporating topographic imaging allows for proper orientation of the steep axis and better planning of arcuates. With a laser, I feel confident that the quality, placement and accuracy of the incisions are excellent.”

Here are some reasons surgeons love their lasers:

- **Improved precision.** Dr. Gupta and Dr. Tauber both agree that, though surgeons are very skilled in creating manual incisions, achieving a level of precision comparable to that of a laser is difficult. “There’s more variability with manual incisions,” Dr. Tauber says. “With a laser I can input the exact number of degrees I want and set variables, like the optical zone diameter based on the pupil or the limbus, and be equal on both sides. The length and depth of the incision are also set up by the laser, so it doesn’t depend on my hand. If we look at the precision of a laser for astigmatic incisions—whether intrastromal or anterior penetrating—it’s quite precise, and the error is very small and very consistent. Arcuate incisions for the Catalys were clinically validated within 0.83 ±0.66 percent of intended optical zone, 0.22 ±0.2 degrees of intended axis and 0.22 ±0.29 degrees of intended length.”

“The curvature of the incision is also very precise with a laser,” Dr. Gupta adds. “You can standardize its placement on the optical zone a little more precisely than with manual methods.”

- **Intrastromal incisions.** “What attracted me initially to the laser was the ability to do intrastromal arcuate incisions,” says Dr. Tauber. “The laser leaves the top and bottom 20 percent [of the cornea] intact; this makes for a more pristine ocular surface. You can’t correct as much astigmatism with intrastromal incisions, and your incisions will need to be longer, but that’s the extent of its limitations. You can’t do intrastromal incisions manually.”

Intrastromal incisions began with nomograms created by Dr. Julian Stevens in London, explains Dr. Tauber. “That’s the nomogram we use,” he says. “We’re working with Dr. Doug Koch at the Baylor College of Medi-
cine to continue perfecting intrastromals. In Europe, others have demonstrated the stability of intrastromal incisions as well as their faster healing rate. So far, there doesn’t seem to be any progression to corneal melt, which is sometimes seen with anterior penetrating incisions.”

One other benefit of an intrastromal incision is peace of mind—though the possibility of infection is already rare with anterior penetrating incisions, there’s almost no risk of infection with intrastromals. “In theory, there shouldn’t be an infection when an incision doesn’t break the surface,” Dr. Tauber explains.

• Cyclorotation detection. The LensAR, LenSx (Alcon), Victus (Bausch + Lomb) and now the Catalys (Johnson & Johnson Vision) are some of the lasers that include a system for detecting and compensating for cyclorotation. “To me,” says Dr. Tauber, “the dividing line between manual and femto comes down to two things: the laser’s ability to do intrastromal incisions, which is better in my mind for the ocular surface, and the laser’s cyclorotation detection and correction. For the first time in the history of astigmatic correction we’re no longer using ink pen-style marking, which has a significant number of inaccuracies built into it for both astigmatic incisions and toric IOLs. With the advent of cyclorotation detection and correction, the femtosecond laser has become a solid tool.

“Traditionally, we marked the cornea with ink at the slit lamp or as the patient entered the operating room,” Dr. Tauber continues. “However, a paper in 2011 showed that manual marking error can amount to more than nine degrees, with a range up to 10 degrees.9 That’s quite a margin of error. Femtosecond lasers reduce that error, so we’re thrilled.”

• Real-time OCT. Manual LRIs may be dislocated or penetrate the cornea too deeply. Using OCT in conjunction with the femtosecond laser enhances precision and allows surgeons to see how deeply they’re cutting. Dr. Gupta points out. With OCT, surgeons can obtain in seconds images of the anterior and posterior cornea, in addition to pachymetry, corneal diameter, anterior chamber depth and iris boundaries. “OCT allows us to plan and program the laser to treat at a specific depth, say 80 percent,” she says. “When doing manual incisions, we’re not able to precisely image the cornea, so there’ll be some variability not only in depth of placement but also in the incision itself. Depending on the force of pressure, it’s also possible to perforate the cornea.”

“You have several safety margins when OCT gives you the anatomy,” adds Dr. Tauber. “Real-time OCT will change if your patient moves, which allows you to stop before you start or to abort an incision, whether it be for cataract removal, a paracentesis or an arcuate. If your patient moves enough, the OCT will show you that the incision may not be where you want it. This rarely happens, but it’s a beautiful safety factor.”

**Pro Manual**

“A surgeon must interact with the eye—‘a laser can’t do that,’” says Dr. Safra, who finds lasers to be overkill at best and dangerous at worst. He says that while many studies show it’s possible to use a femtosecond laser for keratotomy and cataract surgery, their findings point to higher complication rates and no clinically-meaningful improvements over conventional means.10-11

David F. Chang, MD, a clinical professor at the University of California, San Francisco, and in private practice in Los Altos, California, says his use of astigmatic keratotomy has declined substantially now that presbyopia-correcting IOLs all come in toric versions and the light adjustable IOL (RxLAL; RxSight) is available. When he does perform astigmatism keratotomy, however, he prefers a blade. “One indication for astigmatic keratotomy is for eyes with low astigmatism (i.e., estimated 0.5 to 0.75 D) because we don’t have lower-power toric IOLs,” he says. “Astigmatic keratotomy is also a less expensive alternative for patients who can’t afford a toric IOL.”

Here are some reasons surgeons prefer to stick with a blade:

• In-clinic convenience. With manual incisions, doctors have the convenience of correcting astigmatism at the slit lamp during a regular postop exam, rather than taking the patient back to the operating room or laser suite. Additionally, some surgeons believe that correcting astigmatism in the postop phase at a follow-up visit may result in better outcomes because the eye is more stable.

Postop astigmatic correction can be very beneficial. For example, Dr. Chang’s preferred way of managing complex astigmatism is the light-adjustable IOL from RxSight. “We can
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effectively create a ‘customized’ toric IOL several weeks after surgery,” he says. “It’s based on the postop refraction rather than our preop predictions of surgically induced astigmatism, posterior corneal astigmatism, and cylindrical power and axis.”

• Intraoperative aberrometry. Dr. Chang says that the best way to improve your LRI results is not by using a femtosecond laser, but by using intraoperative wavefront aberrometry. “Intraoperative wavefront aberrometry has significantly improved my AK results more than relying on preoperative nomogram planning,” he says. “This is because after you place one LRI, you can immediately re-measure the actual refractive astigmatism. Based on this, you could lengthen the first LRI, or add a second LRI opposite to the first. So the best way to improve your LRI results is not by using a femtosecond laser, but rather titrating what you do with pseudophakic intraoperative aberrometry.”

“For diffractive multifocal and EDOF IOLs, I always perform intraoperative aberrometry after the IOL implantation,” he continues. “This lets me refine the axis for any toric IOL. If my preop calculations called for a spherical lens, pseudophakic intraoperative aberrometry often indicates some residual astigmatism. Because residual astigmatism reduces multifocal and EDOF performance, I will then add one or two LRIs to reduce the astigmatism to 0.5 D or less, based on titration with intraoperative aberrometry measurements of the live refraction. Femto AK can’t provide me with the important benefit of adding or titrating LRIs based on the pseudophakic intraoperative aberrometry during surgery.”

• Manual is sufficient. One common argument in favor of laser over manual methods is that lasers are more precise. “I think this is misleading,” says Dr. Chang. “There are no long-term studies that have shown superiority of femto AK to either toric IOLs or manual AK. You must have at least six months follow-up to evaluate the regression of effect with incisional keratotomy. There are even conflicting results from studies looking at consistency of femto AK. You must have at least six months follow-up to evaluate the regression of effect with incisional keratotomy.”

Dr. Safran adds that while precision is good, laser-like precision just isn’t necessary. “Besides the fact that laser LRIs are inaccurate by nature, you’re only trying to treat half a diopeter or a diopeter of astigmatism with an LRI,” he explains. “You’re not trying to treat 3 D. My manual LRI nomograms are small, medium and large, based on the patient’s age and how the tissue responds as I cut it. Let’s say you have a patient with 1.5 D of astigmatism. If I knock it down by 0.75 D or by 1.5 D and correct it all, the patient will be happy. If I overcorrect to 2 D, the patient will be down the other way, but it’s still only by half a diopeter. Any correction between 0.75 and 2 D will work. LRIs don’t need to be super precise.”

• Lasers aren’t an improvement. “For years, we had no real peer-reviewed data on femto corneal relaxing incisions until a 2016 paper on intrastromal astigmatic keratotomy,” says Dr. Safran. “But this study reported safety with only one month of follow-up data, and they achieved less than half a diopeter of correction.” Another study of 51 eyes concluded that laser CRIs were effective, but the data show that over the three-month follow-up period, the mean effect of astigmatism correction was decreasing while the range of outcomes was increasing,” he says. “It was getting more unpredictable.”

“If you look at the laser studies, there’s very little effect—maybe a quarter of a diopeter of correction, and that’s nothing—a homeopathic effect,” he continues. “But when laser goes wrong, it’s not fixable. We stopped cutting the cornea, because you end up with irreparable damage. Femtosecond laser corneal incisions don’t work until they do work, and when they do work, they create problems.”

Dr. Safran points to several studies showing troubling laser side effects in FLACS, which usually precedes laser LRIs, including acidic shifts in aqueous humor pH, increased levels of prostaglandins, miosis, increased inflammatory mediators and fibroblast growth factor, and higher rates of posterior capsular tears.
There’s no evidence that FLACS is better than phaco, but plenty of studies showing it may increase complications,” Dr. Safran says. “Cutting the cornea with a laser to correct astigmatism is a bit like warming your hands with a burning coal. Nothing happens until you get burnt. Studies show lasers cause more astigmatism and don’t heal as well as manual incisions.”

The European Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgery conducted a multicenter case-control study across nine European countries and Australia that compared the visual, refractive and adverse outcomes of 2,814 FLACS cases and 4,987 conventional phacoemulsification cases. Seventy-two percent of FLACS and 74.3 percent of manual phaco eyes were within 0.5 D of target. One percent of FLACS and 0.4 percent of manual phaco eyes had worse postop CDVA of five letters or more at follow-up.

The study data suggest that laser use might be more proinflammatory than conventional phaco, and contribute to higher rates of corneal edema, uveitis requiring treatment and early PCO, reducing visual acuity. Though femto patients had less postop astigmatism and less surgically induced astigmatism in the study, femto didn’t yield better visual or refractive outcomes than conventional phaco. In fact, the femto group had worse postop visual acuity, more postop complications (3.2 percent versus 1.8 percent for phaco) and more patients with worse postop visual acuity than their prep visual acuity.

“Some say that lasers can help less-experienced surgeons achieve better outcomes, but that’s not the case,” Dr. Safran says. He points to a study of Wills Eye residents in which FLACS and manual phaco achieved similar complication rates and visual and refractive outcomes. At one month and one year follow-up, visual acuity in the manual phaco group was better (0.11 logMAR [Snellen: 20/26] at one month; 0.08 logMAR [20/24] at one year) than in the femto group (0.13 logMAR [20/27] at one month; 0.13 logMAR at one year), though these between-group differences weren’t statistically significant at either time point. Persistent postop inflammation occurred in significantly more cases in the femto group. The researchers add that rates of macular edema and elevated IOP were similar between the groups.

- Cut where you want. “LRIs are much more predictable, heal faster and are safer than laser corneal incisions because you’re cutting along the circumferential corneal annulus of fibers, which contains blood vessels and stem cells,” Dr. Safran says. “If the manual LRI doesn’t work the way I want it to, it doesn’t cause a problem, because it’ll heal. It won’t cause that ectasia pattern that occurs when you cut the cornea.”

Dr. Safran says he can place manual incisions exactly where he wants them in the limbus, but that’s not possible with a laser. “Because of the laser’s design, you can’t make cuts close enough to the limbus for true LRIs,” he explains. “The cuts don’t end up where they’re supposed to be, and are instead on the peripheral cornea.”

Intrastromal incisions also suffer from inherent laser inaccuracies, says Dr. Safran. He points to a 2017 study of 77 eyes of 77 patients that used anterior segment OCT to visualize intrastromal corneal incisions and anterior penetrating arcuates to analyze structural changes and location of incisions. The researchers found that the intrastromal incisions were frequently placed more anteriorly than planned and that incision midpoint depth varied among patients. They concluded that further improvements are needed to ensure precise incision location.

Dr. Gupta is a consultant for Alcon. Dr. Tauber is a consultant for Johnson & Johnson Vision. Dr. Safran has been a speaker for Johnson & Johnson Vision and Optos. Dr. Chang is a consultant for Carl Zeiss, RxSight and Johnson & Johnson Vision.

The proposal to begin treating newly diagnosed glaucoma patients with selective laser trabeculectomy instead of traditional medical therapy challenges decades of clinical reasoning and practice patterns. I'm sure Tony Realini, MD, my debating opponent, so well-steeped in the practice and research of first treating with SLT, offers a compelling argument for making this major change. In practice we aren’t doing that. Are we just not ready? Paradigm shifts don’t come easily. The reason may be not fully apparent until we examine evidence and custom. In this counterpoint, let me elucidate my remaining questions as we consider SLT first for all.

Good Data, No Doubt

Let me first acknowledge that several prospective trials, such as the LiGHT and the WIGLS studies (led by Dr. Realini), present strong arguments that initial treatment with SLT works.1-6 We would do well to pay attention to these studies, and also to recognize that this proposal extends to treatment of ocular hypertension, not just a new diagnosis of glaucoma.

The St. Lucia WIGLS trial involved patients who had previously been treated with medications and those who were treatment-naïve. To me, the intriguing result is how effective SLT was and how long the positive effect of SLT lasted in this Afro-Caribbean population. These findings are compelling, and we should consider this possible benefit of SLT on a broader global scale.

The LiGHT study looked at newly diagnosed patients, the ones we’re discussing here. It’s worth mentioning that this wasn’t a study with a primary endpoint of outcomes, such as structural or function progression (although visual field results have been reported). Rather, the study had fewer familiar primary endpoints, such as demonstrating no difference between the groups in health-related quality of life and a very small difference in the frequency of visits at the target pressure, including 93 percent in the laser group and 91 percent in the medication group. The study couldn’t show differences in IOP control since the design was “treat in pursuit of target.” No surgery was needed to lower IOP in the laser group, compared to 11 surgeries needed for the medical therapy group. Laser patients could be advanced to medications. Medication patients were excluded from laser. (More about the significance of this later.) The study also looked at cost-effectiveness under the United Kingdom National Health Service, but that can’t be generalized to the United States health-care system.

What does LiGHT tell me? SLT first works. Medication first works. Repeat SLT works. Medications can be added whether SLT or medication was first. We know all this, don’t we? All told, the benefits demonstrated for SLT were what I consider meaningful but secondary benefits. Have the quality-of-life and cost-effectiveness data changed our paradigm? Not yet. Why not? Please keep reading.

Adherence, Burden

In glaucoma care, we keenly appreciate issues of adherence and... (Continued on page 50)
If you were diagnosed with primary open-angle glaucoma today, would you prefer selective laser trabeculopasty or medical therapy? If you’re like most of the ophthalmologists I’ve spoken to during the past 10 years, you’d raise your hand for SLT. But suppose I asked how many of your patients with newly diagnosed POAG receive primary SLT—would you join most of our colleagues and lower your hand?

That’s the conundrum I encounter frequently: Doctors who treat their patients differently than they would want to be treated themselves. And here’s my confession: I used to be one of those doctors. I’ve given a lot of thought to my transition from meds-first to laser-first, and I’ve identified a handful of issues that I had to overcome along the way. In this point-counterpoint article, I’ll take the laser-first position, and I’ll explain why my practice has evolved this way. My goal is not to convince those who believe in medications as the first line of treatment for most patients; instead, I’m talking to the many of you out there who are ready to make the transition and need that last gentle nudge to make it happen.

First: The Why

Why am I advocating for SLT to be the preferred first-line treatment for glaucoma? What’s so great about it that we would even discuss a paradigm shift in treatment? If you’re one of the many ophthalmologists who would hypothetically prefer first-line SLT if you were diagnosed with glaucoma, you’ve already answered this question for yourself, so ask yourself why you feel this way.

There are a number of good reasons. The most important consideration—efficacy—will be discussed more fully below, but suffice it to say that primary SLT is as equally effective as daily prostaglandin analog therapy, which the vast majority of your patients who aren’t receiving primary SLT will end up taking. Safety is another key concern. Many patients will experience mild pain and inflammation for a few days after SLT, but the evidence for sight-threatening complications of SLT exists in the medical literature only at the level of case reports.

I’ve encountered far more common and more severe adverse events from topical therapy than from SLT.

Cost is also a factor. At a systems level, the SLT-first approach has been shown to be more cost-effective to the health-care system than a meds-first approach. At a patient level, insurance may not cover drug costs but will cover procedure costs, and for uninsured patients, SLT is cheaper in the long run than buying medications every month (although the cost is all up front, rather than being amortized over the patient’s lifetime).

These are good reasons to choose SLT over medications, but not the best ones. The best single reason is this: SLT keeps people off medications. Don’t get me wrong—there’s nothing inherently wrong with medications. But there’s nothing inherently right about them, either. They burn, they sting, they make the eyes red, and these symptoms are magnified in the 50 percent or more of the many patients won’t use, knowing nonadherence will worsen their condition.”

(Continued on page 52)
burden of treatment—very patient-centric aspects of care. I continue to teach that 100 percent of patients are adherent to SLT as long as they show up for the laser appointment—a rate impossible to achieve with self-administration of daily drops. We have a lot of evidence suggesting that adherence to chronic medical therapy is poor, whether it involves glaucoma drops, insulin injections or anti-rejection treatments after solid-organ transplants. We assume SLT provides a better experience for patients than administering drops one or more times a day. We can also infer that taking adherence out of the hands of patients may improve outcomes.

But accepting “SLT first” for newly diagnosed patients is not a panacea. We just don’t really see that many newly diagnosed patients. Most patients we will care for this year have had glaucoma or ocular hypertension for a number of years. New patients are relatively infrequently encountered compared to the volume of chronic cases we manage.

We don’t know from the data that Dr. Realini has presented how well the laser works in eyes that have undergone chronic medical therapy or if the use of SLT after medication can eliminate the need for medication. We also know SLT isn’t appropriate for some secondary glaucomas, such as neovascular glaucoma, inflammatory glaucoma or narrow-angle glaucoma.

The results of the LiGHT studies are impressive. However, we must remember an important principle: The results of a study are applicable to that study’s population and don’t always generalize well, despite the similarities some of our patients may share with some of the patients in a study. Broader, global studies will be welcome if they further support that treating patients first with SLT gives a better outcome than once-daily prostaglandin therapy as a first step.

**Established Treatment**

The fact is that, for now, we can find assurance in evidence from landmark studies, including LiGHT, that medications help control glaucoma. Can we agree that this is not a bad thing? Medical therapy alone or medications and laser together slow progression from ocular hypertension to glaucoma (OHTS study) and progression in newly diagnosed glaucoma patients (EMGT study). The EMGT study requires some perspective because the subjects received both medical therapy and laser treatment upon diagnosis. What’s important here, though, is that we have structural and functional outcome data for the use of medical therapy alone and the combination of medical and laser trabecuoplasty, and that these data come from studies with many years of follow up. However, the LiGHT study suggests that SLT first followed by medication, compared to medications alone, produced a better visual field outcome several years down the line.

Another important point worth considering: We can offer SLT first, but it doesn’t eliminate the eventual need for medications. In another very recent study, (selective laser trabecuoplasty versus topical medication), researchers found that at month 24, successful IOP reduction was 18.6 percent better in the medication group compared to the SLT group. Even if we agree that using SLT first offers patient-centric benefits, we might expect half of those patients to require medication within two years, according to this study. Two additional years free of glaucoma medication is a worthwhile quality-of-life benefit. It’s unknown if offers an improved outcome.

Granted, the researchers in this most recent study used a different approach to laser treatment than what was used in the LiGHT study. I believe this is one more point that demonstrates that we still have more to learn when it comes to SLT followed by medication or vice versa.

We don’t have clarity yet on what to do when the beneficial effects of the laser wear off. Will a repeat SLT provide additional years of control? I believe it will, at least for some patients. Then we add medication.

**Access to SLT**

SLT first works only if patients have access to SLT. We assume when we say SLT first that patients can actually get access to laser treatment. That isn’t always the case, given the misdistribution of health-care resources. Not every physician’s office has a laser. For at least some patients, finding access to a laser treatment would pose a burden on them.

We also need to recognize that we’re debating this issue in a wealthy, developed nation, not in less-advantaged countries, where patients have just as much need for an effective treatment of glaucoma. An environment where there are few ophthalmologists, no lasers and no intact medication distribution channels makes our question irrelevant. Inequities—which also exist among patients with little or no access to care in our country—raise troubling public-health questions. We must appreciate that many of the fortunate among us in this country have the luxury of considering both options.

We also have a scope of practice in the United States that would prevent some patients from immediately accessing initial SLT. New diagnoses of ocular hypertension and glaucoma are often made by optometrists. The use of the laser by optometrists is (Continued on page 54)
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Glaucoma patients who have concurrent ocular surface disease. For generally asymptomatic patients with mild to moderate glaucoma, topical therapy imposes a burden that's worse than the disease from their perspective.

It's no wonder adherence to medical therapy is notoriously poor and nonadherence compromises intraocular pressure control and leads to disease progression in so many patients. Why would we pick a treatment that many of our patients won't use, knowing their nonadherence could worsen their glaucoma? As my mentor Rob Fechtner, MD, arguing the other side of this issue on page 50, once told me, “There's never been a documented case of nonadherence to trabeculoplasty.”

I have to underscore this point: SLT keeps people off medications. The American Academy of Ophthalmology and the European Glaucoma Society assert that the ultimate goal of glaucoma therapy is to preserve quality of life. The commitment of daily self-dosing, the costs and the side effects associated with medical therapy take a toll on quality of life. Many of you have already reached the conclusion that reducing or eliminating the medication burden is an important goal when caring for glaucoma patients. This is why you offer minimal invasive glaucoma surgery with elective cataract surgery. You know they'll be happier on fewer or no drops. So why are you still starting them on drops in the first place?

**Seeing the LiGHT**

Despite the benefits of SLT, one thing has been missing: high-quality data. We can't expect to drive an evidence-based treatment paradigm change without evidence. The recent LiGHT study (Laser in Glaucoma and ocular HyperTension) provides this crucial missing piece.

The three-year (and ongoing), 718-patient LiGHT study was well-designed, adequately powered and well executed. Treatment-naïve patients with mild-to-moderate POAG or high-risk ocular hypertension were randomly assigned to SLT or medical therapy (starting with a prostaglandin analog) as first-line treatment. The results? IOP control was comparable in both groups, but more eyes in the medication group than in the SLT group had disease progression (36 versus 23), and all 11 eyes requiring trabeculectomy were in the medication group. At three years, 60 percent of SLT eyes remained medication-free after a single treatment, and 73 percent were medication-free with one or two SLT treatments. By comparison, 65 percent of eyes in the medication group were well-controlled on a single medication at three years, while 35 percent required additional adjunctive therapies. Interestingly, achievement of target IOP was 93 percent in the SLT group and 91 percent in the medication group. Thus, the higher progression rates and surgical rates in the medication group suggest some patients in the medication group may have taken their medications only at the time of study visits and had higher IOP between visits, leading to progression and the need for surgery.

**Time for a Change**

At this point, I hope you're convinced that primary SLT offers a better quality of life than medical therapy for many of our patients. When I decided 10 years ago that I wanted my patients to benefit from primary SLT, I encountered key barriers created by what I call the four “Ts”: Time; Talk; Transience; and Timing. Here's how I overcame them to provide primary SLT to more than 90 percent of my newly diagnosed patients.

**The Time issue.** Time is precious, especially when we're face-to-face with our patients. Many ophthalmologists have told me that it just takes too much time to discuss SLT versus meds. It's far easier and faster to write a prescription for a prostaglandin analogue. This is true. However, those of you who perform MIGS have decided that the discussion time is worth investing to reduce or eliminate your patient’s glaucoma medication burden at the time of cataract surgery. And those of you who implant premium IOLs have decided that the discussion time for these upgrades is worth investing to improve quality of life through spectacle independence. Treat your SLT discussion the same way—if you believe it's the right thing to do (like MIGS and/or premium IOLs), you'll find the time to discuss doing it.

**The Talk issue.** How we talk to our patients about SLT determines their interest in the treatment. My informed consent discussion has evolved over time in concert with my attitudes toward SLT. Initially, I presented SLT as an alternative to the standard approach of medical therapy, which—in the early days—it was. Not surprisingly, fewer than 5 percent of my patients opted for SLT. Who wants to deviate from the standard of care? Over time, I came to believe that these treatment options were equal in quality and that I should present them accordingly. When I began telling patients that we have two good treatment options, described them both, and asked which they preferred, about a quarter of my patients opted for SLT.

As my own experience with SLT grew—both in the clinical and the research arenas—I came to believe (in all the ways described above) that SLT was better than medications for most patients (which is why most
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limited to Alaska, Kentucky, Louisiana and Oklahoma. A substantial change in practice patterns would have to occur for optometrists to refer all newly diagnosed glaucoma patients to ophthalmologists for laser surgery. The social and economic barriers would likely be difficult to resolve.

Finally, while I see compelling evidence that the laser can be equally effective, at least initially, and for offering secondary benefits, we need to make sure we don’t dismiss the utility of medications. Some patients won’t respond to SLT, or the efficacy will diminish over time.

How Long?

One final thought to close my side of this debate: Even if we reach a consensus on SLT-first treatment, we’re introducing evidence-based changes that may take many years to adopt. I’m reminded of a classic paper that shows us that 17 years typically passes between the time when meaningful research calls for evidence-based changes in patient care and the time when those changes reach clinical practice.30 So, what are we waiting for? Go ahead. Adopt first-line SLT for most patients newly diagnosed with glaucoma or ocular hypertension. But remember the many barriers, including several that aren’t under our control at this point. REVIEW

Dr. Fechtner is professor and chair of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences at SUNY Upstate Medical University in Syracuse. He has published widely on medical therapy for glaucoma, but is thankful to have an SLT laser down the hall.

Dr. Fechtner consults with Aerie and Nicox.
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of us ophthalmologists would want primary SLT for ourselves. Once I started sharing with patients that I would select SLT for myself if I had their eyes, patients rarely chose medical therapy. After all, who would want a different treatment than the one the doctor would want for himself? For those of you who may view this approach as too paternalistic for the new age, ask yourself this: If you had cancer, would you want your oncologist to offer you treatment options without ranking them best to worst and let you pick one, or would you want her to succinctly synthesize everything she knows about cancer and its treatment by telling you what she thinks is the best option for your cancer?

* The Transience issue. SLT wears off over time, typically within a few years for most patients. SLT can be safely repeated, however, and restores IOP to the same level achieved by the first SLT. There are no reports in the peer-reviewed literature of unique complications of repeat SLT after 20 years of its use. If the fact that SLT isn’t permanent keeps you from using it, remember that prostaglandin analog therapy wears off too, every day, and has to be repeated every day as well. My patients understand that sitting still for five minutes every few years is preferable to sitting still for five minutes every day for self-administration of drops.

* The Timing issue. Once you start doing SLT, you’ll find that popping in and out of the laser suite can disrupt the flow of a busy day. Here’s my pearl: The first three appointments in every one of my clinic schedule templates are laser slots. I perform them all up front, at the start of the clinic session, so I can then remain focused on patient flow and stay on schedule.

It’s Time

In the glaucoma world, 2020 is the age of enLIGHtenment. The time is right for a paradigm change. Our patients are well-informed, and their expectations have never been higher. We have data to support an evolution in practice patterns. Let’s make it happen. REVIEW

Tony Realini, MD, MPH, is a professor of ophthalmology and glaucoma fellowship director at West Virginia University in Morgantown. He has no financial relationships with any SLT manufacturers.

If you're looking for assistance with placing IOLs in eyes with little or no capsular support, Bausch + Lomb says its new 25-gauge Scleral Fixation Forceps, part of the company’s Pinnacle 360 instrument line, can help.

The new device aids in the placement of scleral-sutured posterior chamber lenses, the company says.

As with all B+L Pinnacle 360 instruments, the new forceps feature ergonomic 360-degree action and glare-free tips that undergo a patented fine-wire process to create microserrated edges that promote traction, B+L says. For information, visit bauschretina.com.

**Catalys Upgrades Its Software**

Johnson & Johnson Vision recently collaborated with Cassini Technologies on a software upgrade that helps make managing astigmatism easier for users of J&J’s Catalys femtosecond laser. The companies say the new software simplifies astigmatism management workflow and increases operational efficiency.

The improvements include advanced visualization that provides full-volume, 3-D, high-resolution and streaming optical coherence tomography imaging, a built-in nomogram for arcuate incisions, and the addition of iris registration for automatic cyclorotation compensation, the companies say.

For information, visit jjvision.com.

**Ngenuity Improves Your View**

Alcon recently launched an upgrade for its heads-up 3-D viewing system, Ngenuity. The company says the system’s 1.4 upgrade streamlines the setup for Datafusion, (which integrates the company’s Constellation vitreoretinal surgery system with Ngenuity), and allows retinal surgeons to track surgical parameters in real-time. The company says the upgrade also supports operating-room spacing and setup to minimize the risk of spreading coronavirus.

This latest version of the Ngenuity System will also be available for the anterior segment in late July, the company says.

The new features for cataract surgeons will include a display of the Centurion Vision System’s surgical parameters for real-time surgical feedback, as well as a view of the data from the ORA VerifEye+ intraoperative aberrometer and the aberrometer’s reticle.

For more information on the Ngenuity, visit https://professional.myal.com/vitreoretinal-surgery/visualization/ngenuity-3d-system/.

**An Infusion of Lens Comfort**

Bausch + Lomb recently received U.S. Food and Drug Administration approval for its new daily disposable silicone hydrogel (SiHy daily) contact lens, the B+L Infuse.

The company says the new contact lens is composed of a next-generation lens material it calls kalifilcon A. Bausch says kalifilcon A is designed to help contact lens wearers who usually complain of contact lens dryness.

The company says that the lens makes use of B+L’s latest proprietary contact lens technologies to offer “outstanding breathability for healthy lens wear while providing exceptional all-day comfort and high-definition optics.”

The new Infuse contact lens is expected to be available in the second half of 2020, according to the company.
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Risk Factors for AMD After Cataract Surgery

A recent study sought to identify possible pre-, peri- and postoperative risk factors for wet AMD after cataract surgery. The cohort study pulled 2010 to 2017 data from two Swedish registers that included patients who had undergone treatment for wet AMD a year or more after cataract surgery. The researchers compared eyes with and without preoperative AMD that had undergone cataract surgery and were later treated for wet AMD to eyes not treated within the study period. Characteristics such as age, gender, use of a blue light-blocking IOL, preop VA, ocular comorbidities, posterior capsule rupture, date of cataract surgery and date of AMD treatment initiation were also analyzed.

The researchers found that the only independent factor associated with postoperative wet AMD treatment in both groups was female sex (67.3 percent versus 58.8 percent, \( p<0.001 \)), and 66.4 percent versus 60.6 percent, \( p=0.001 \), respectively). In eyes without preoperative AMD, older age was an independent factor (78.4 \( \pm 6.5 \) versus 73.4 \( \pm 9.6 \) years, \( p<0.001 \)).

Blue-light-blocking IOL use seemed to decrease the likelihood of developing wet AMD after cataract surgery, but this wasn’t statistically significant in eyes with preoperative AMD. The researchers noted any protective effect against developing wet AMD after cataract surgery from a blue light-blocking IOL must be very small.

*Acta Ophthalmology 2020 June 23. [Epub ahead of print]*
Westborg I, Albrecht S, Granstrom E, et al.

**Time Between Exams Tied to Neovascularization Severity**

A retrospective, observational study involving 55 patients diagnosed with unilateral Type 3 neovascularization, who later developed neovascularization in the fellow eye, was conducted at the Konyang University College of Medicine in Seoul, South Korea. The study sought to uncover any association between two factors: how much time passed between the previous visit and the visit at which the problem in the fellow eye was discovered (the “examination interval”); and the best-corrected visual acuity and degree of deterioration in that fellow eye when the neovascularization was discovered.

The data showed that there were significant associations between the length of the examination interval and both the BCVA and degree of deterioration in the fellow eye (\( p=0.005 \) and \( p=0.001 \), respectively). Other findings included:

- The mean interval between the previous visit and the discovery of neovascularization in the fellow eye was 4.8 \( \pm 2.2 \) months (range: 2 to 10 months).
- The time between the initial diagnosis of the first eye and the diagnosis of the fellow eye was 22.7 \( \pm 17.5 \) months.
- Patients were instructed to return to the hospital if they noticed visual deterioration, but only half of the patients recognized visual deterioration if it was less than three lines, suggesting the importance of monitoring by a health care professional.

The authors state that this result suggests the need for frequent fellow-eye examinations in patients with unilateral Type 3 neovascularization. (The authors note that a high incidence of bilateral involvement is characteristic of Type 3 neovascularization, and preserving the visual acuity in the fellow eye is closely associated with patient quality of life.)

The researchers postulate that a home monitoring system that’s able to detect changes in visual function associated with choroidal neovascularization could provide a practical means to reduce this interval without burdening the patient with extra visits.

*Retina 2020;40.7:1255-61.*

**MERLOT Turns Sour**

Researchers tasked with assessing the efficacy and safety of epimacu-
lar brachytherapy for chronic, active, neovascular nAMD report that EMB is ineffective as an adjunctive treatment when combined with anti-VEGF therapy.

The device trial, called the Macular Epiretinal Brachytherapy vs Ranibizumab (Lucentis) Only Treatment (MERLOT), was conducted at 24 National Health Service hospitals across the United Kingdom. Individuals who had nAMD and received intravitreal ranibizumab were enrolled between 2009 and 2012, and were randomized 2:1 and stratified by lens status and angiographic lesion type to receive either EMB plus as-needed ranibizumab, or just as-needed ranibizumab monotherapy. Participants were followed up monthly for 24 months and then assessed at final visits at month 36. Analyses followed the intent-to-treat approach.

Interventions included pars plana vitrectomy with 24 Gy EMB plus as-needed ranibizumab vs. as-needed ranibizumab monotherapy.

Coprimary outcomes were the number of as-needed ranibizumab injections and the mean change in Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study best-corrected visual acuity, with a noninferiority margin of -5 ETDRS letters.

Secondary outcomes were the percentage of participants losing fewer than 15 ETDRS letters and gaining zero or more, or 15 or more ETDRS letters and the mean change in angiographic total lesion size, choroidal neovascularization size and foveal thickness on optical coherence tomography.

Of 363 participants, 329 (90.6 percent) completed 24 months of follow-up (222 participants in the EMB group and 107 in the ranibizumab group). Here are some of the findings:

- The mean BCVA change was -11.2 ETDRS letters in the EMB group and -1.4 letters in the ranibizumab group, with a difference of 9.8 ETDRS letters.
- In the EMB group, 65.6 percent of participants (160 of 244) lost fewer than 15 letters vs. 86.6 percent (103 of 119) in the ranibizumab group, with a statistically significant difference of 21 percent.

Investigators say that, despite the acceptable safety of EMB, it didn’t reduce the number of ranibizumab injections and was actually associated with worse visual acuity than anti-VEGF treatment alone. They conclude that these results don’t support EMB use as an adjunct treatment for chronic, active nAMD.

*JAMA Ophthalmol* 2020; July 09. [Epub ahead of print].

A Review of Advances in Myopia Management

Researchers and clinicians alike are working together to help stem the rising tide of myopia across the globe.

Barry N. Wasserman, MD, Tara Franz, OD, and Nidhi Rana, MS, OD, FAAO
Philadelphia

Myopia is an increasingly prevalent refractive disorder which can ultimately lead to vision loss. An estimated 28.3 percent of the world’s population is myopic and 4 percent of the world population has high myopia (greater than -5 D). This percentage is even higher among the East Asian population. High myopia can lead to visual impairment and vision loss from glaucoma, cataracts, retinal detachment and choroidal neovascularization. This public health burden is likely to increase over time, with one study projecting that the prevalence of myopia will increase to 49.8 percent by 2050 and high myopia to increase to 9.8 percent.

Over the past decade, much research has been done on slowing the progression of myopia, and there are now several effective treatment options. This review will highlight the latest treatment options available.

Myopia Progression

Myopia often progresses as a result of axial lengthening. Proposed pathophysiology involves some level of defocus which sets off a chemical cascade of neurotransmitters that signal the eye to elongate. Specifically, peripheral light rays focus behind the retina, creating relative hyperopic peripheral refractive error (hyperopic defocus). As a result, some optical myopia treatments are designed to stimulate myopic defocus. Other treatments discussed—outdoor sunlight and atropine—are thought to work directly on the neurochemical cascade.

Spectacle Correction

Glasses, utilizing various designs, have been studied for inhibiting myopia progression. In the Control of Myopia Evaluation Trials, COMET and COMET 2, protocols were based on the theory that myopic progression could be controlled by relaxing accommodative effort. However, these studies showed that progressive addition lenses were not clinically effective at slowing progression.

A recent study from Hong Kong showed some success with a different spectacle design. A lens called the Defocus Incorporated Multiple Segments (DIMS) spectacle lens is designed to induce myopic defocus. This lens has a central 9-mm zone for distance viewing, with multiple segments of +3.5-D defocus surrounding the central zone. The design is based on the theory of creating peripheral defocus (i.e., myopic defocus) to inhibit myopic progression instead of relaxing the accommodative system. Although this study was done solely on Chinese children, the results from a two-year, randomized trial were promising: Axial myopia progression was reduced by 0.55 ±0.09 D. This study’s generalizability is limited due to its homogenous patient sample, and further studies are needed to determine the lens’ true ability to limit myopia progression across ethnic populations. Since parents tend to understand the benefits of glasses and myopic children already wear them, it’s possible that a myopia-control spectacle lens may be met with less resistance than other forms of treatment.

Outdoor Sunlight

Time spent outdoors has been shown to have a modest effect on
Reducing myopia progression. One study in a Chinese population showed that an increase of 40 minutes/day of outdoor time during school was enough to have an effect: The cumulative incidence of myopia was 39.5 percent in the control group vs. only 30.4 percent in the intervention group after three years. In children who already had myopia, however, the change in refractive spherical equivalent was only 0.17 D between groups, with no difference in axial length.12 A separate one-year study done in Taiwan showed a modest effect (a reduction of 0.12 D) with 11 hours per week of increased outdoor time. This study also demonstrated myopia control, even in a lower-light-intensity environment.13

Although incorporating outdoor sunlight is cost-effective and easy for parents to understand, the implementation has been challenging. In the studies, even though parents were instructed to increase outdoor time at home, the compliance was poor. In addition, the effect of myopia control was modest in the three-year study. These studies also have limited generalizability due to their patient population. More studies are required to determine the long-term reduction in myopia progression across different ethnic populations. It’s for these reasons that increasing outdoor time for children would be most effective as an adjunct, rather than a primary, treatment option.

Low-dose Atropine

Treatment with low-dose atropine has become a more popular treatment option following the results of the Atropine for the Treatment of Myopia studies, ATOM 1 and ATOM 2. In these studies, investigators used doses of atropine that were low enough to avoid photophobia and near vision blur, yet could also control myopic progression over time. Specifically, ATOM 2 demonstrated that the 0.01% concentration was most effective for myopia control after five years, when taking into consideration the effect following treatment cessation and side-effect profile (SE progression of -1.38 ± 0.98 D; axial length progression of 0.75 ± 0.48 mm).8

However, within the past year, the Low-Concentration Atropine for Myopia Progression (LAMP) study demonstrated that a higher concentration of atropine could have a more profound effect than lower concentrations. After two years, children treated with 0.05% atropine were found to have less myopic progression and less axial lengthening compared to 0.01% (spherical equivalent refraction progression of -0.55 ± 0.86 D vs. -1.12 ± 0.85 D and axial length progression of 0.39 ± 0.35 mm vs. 0.59 ± 0.38 mm).14 However, the LAMP study is still ongoing and the effects of treatment cessation remain unknown.

A major benefit of atropine is that it’s effective and easy to implement for parents of young children. Also, studies have shown that these relatively low doses have minimal side effects. However, long-term data in regards to toxicity to ocular structures is not yet available. Additionally, the price of the drug may be a barrier for some patients: A month’s supply of a low dose of atropine has to be compounded and can cost up to $50 for a bottle if not covered by insurance (totaling $600 per year). Increased availability in non-compounded forms, which would be possible with some changes from the pharmaceutical industry, or improved insurance coverage for these medications could decrease the therapy’s cost-barrier for families.

Contact Lenses

Researchers and clinicians have been exploring ways that contact lenses can help suppress an eye’s drift toward nearsightedness.

• Orthokeratology. Until very recently, orthokeratology contact lenses were the only lenses regularly used for myopia control. These rigid lenses are worn overnight and removed in the morning. While the patient is sleeping, the lens flattens the central cornea by epithelial cell compression (See Figure 1). This corneal shape change temporarily reduces myopic refractive error, allowing the patient to see clearly during the day without the lenses. This can be an advantage for patients in sports, especially watersports. As the central cornea flattens, the mid-peripheral cornea simultaneously thickens, which creates peripheral myopic defocus. This myopic defocus is thought to inhibit axial lengthening, thereby inhibiting myopic progression overall.

A recent literature review found that orthokeratology lenses reduced axial elongation by 50 percent over a two-year period (a change of 0.30 mm in the treatment group vs. 0.60 mm in a control group).15 In these studies, there wasn’t sufficient data on a washout period. Therefore, the authors of the study couldn’t determine if there was a rebound effect (as happened with some doses of atropine) after treatment cessation.

There are several concerns to ad-
dress with orthokeratology treatments. One drawback is that these lenses aren’t covered by insurance. The initial orthokeratology fitting process and contact lenses generally range from $1,000 to $2,000, but can be as high as $4,000. Additionally, this is a niche treatment, so the patient must search for an eye-care provider who is specially trained to fit these lenses.

There are other restrictions that can prove to be prohibitive for this form of treatment: The lenses must be worn for eight hours for full correction, and they will only correct up to 6 D of myopia, due to the limits of epithelial cell compression. Also, while adverse events are rare due to the high oxygen permeability of the lenses, microbial keratitis can occur with poor hygiene and poor compliance. This may be a considerable barrier for children, in whom ulcerative keratitis could lead to permanent vision loss.

- **MiSight Lens.** CooperVision is in the process of launching the first FDA-approved daily wear contact lens for myopia control, called MiSight. The dual-focus design of this contact lens creates myopic defocus to inhibit myopia progression (See Figure 2 for design details).

The company’s three-year clinical trial showed a reduction in myopic progression of 0.73 D and axial length reduction of 0.32 mm at three years compared to the control group. In stark contrast to the orthokeratology lenses, which are hard and worn while sleeping, this lens is a daily disposable made from a material similar to the Proclear 1-Day contact lens. There were no serious adverse events (e.g., microbial keratitis) during the three-year study, and wear-time averaged 13 hours per day for the lens. While this is the first randomized clinical trial done with this lens, there have been similar results for other dual-focus contact lens designs.

The MiSight clinical trial is ongoing and will continue for seven years. At the end of the study, the authors hope to be able to assess the long-term myopia control and safety profile of the lens, as well as any rebound effect after treatment cessation. This study also included a more heterogeneous demographic to better understand myopia control across different ethnicities.

There are barriers to this treatment similar to orthokeratology. In order to fit the MiSight lens, the practitioner must be certified through a training program (launched in the spring of 2020). Lenses are only available to practitioners who have completed the certification process. The lens-fitting process is similar to orthokeratology: There’s a charge for the fit, the lenses and any follow-up care required. Unfortunately, the lenses are not covered by insurance and the cost is similar to orthokeratology lenses.

In conclusion, multiple treatment options are currently available to slow the progression of myopia in pediatric patients. Optical defocus spectacles and contact lenses, orthokeratology and low-dose atropine all show similar results in the reduction of myopic progression and a reduction of axial lengthening. The practitioner must decide on the most appropriate option(s) for each patient.

There was less myopic reduction with outdoor sunlight alone. Therefore, it may be appropriate to encourage additional outdoor sunlight exposure in patients who are still emmetropic, or as an adjunct therapy to one of the other options.

Low-dose atropine may be a preferable treatment in young patients, as parents may be hesitant to start contact lenses at an early age. However, adverse effects are rare with contact lenses in children, and the new daily disposable lens option may make it easier for children and parents to maintain proper hygiene. In the future, a spectacle lens option may be available, and it may be more widely embraced than contact lenses, if the dual-focus design is introduced in the United States.

All of these treatment options for myopia progression currently come with some financial burden for the family, so education and discussion with parents is crucial when selecting the appropriate treatment plan for the patient.

---

*Dr. Wasserman is a clinical instructor*
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Supplement Your Patients’ Eye Health

MacuHealth recently announced a new patented carotenoid formulation for use in its nutritional supplement formulation of lutein, zeaxanthin and meso-zeaxanthin. The new upgrade is called Micro-Micelle Technology.

The company says the enhancement, which is actually a formulation process, increases the bioavailability levels of nutrients in the eye. MacuHealth explains that, by providing the carotenoids in their free form (the original MacuHealth product) and then enhancing their stability and solubility via the addition of acetates, the carotenoids are effectively incorporated into micromolecules. The company says the result is an increase in the capture of carotenoids by cells, an improvement in absorption and bioavailability and an ultimate increase in carotenoid concentration in the target tissue.

MacuHealth says that this effect was borne out by its recent study that found that patients receiving the new supplement showed “statistically significant improvements in carotenoid concentrations at the target tissue (by Macular Pigment Optical Volume) and skin carotenoid scores.”

For more information about the supplement, visit macuhealth.com.
A painless nodule brings an 18-year-old man to Will Eye's Ocular Oncology Department.

**Marisa Schoen, MD, Tatyana Milman, MD, Sara E. Lally, MD, Carol L. Shields, MD**

**Presentation**

An 18-year-old Caucasian male presented with a painless nodule in the superior medial canthus (See Figure 1). The patient denied vision changes, diplopia or rapid growth of the lesion. The patient first noticed the mass 11 months prior and initially saw his primary medical doctor, who referred the patient to an ophthalmologist. Four months later, on ophthalmic examination, he was diagnosed with allergic conjunctivitis. Allergy eye drops and warm compresses were prescribed twice daily for a month with no improvement. On follow-up, orbital imaging was recommended. Computed tomography revealed a well-circumscribed, extraconal mass within the superonasal left orbit, measuring 24 mm x 12 mm x 17 mm and without involvement of the extraocular muscles, but with mass effect on the medial rectus muscle and globe. The CT attenuation of approximately 60 Hounsfield units suggested a solid or complex cystic mass. Magnetic resonance imaging demonstrated intermediate T2 and T1 signal and fairly homogeneous contrast enhancement with no cystic spaces or fluid levels within the mass (See Figure 2). The patient was referred to the Wills Eye Hospital Ocular Oncology Department for further management.

**Medical History**

There was no relevant past medical, ocular history or prior surgery. There was no trauma to either eye. Family history was noncontributory.

**Examination**

Ocular examination demonstrated visual acuity of 20/30 (PH 20/20-1) in the right eye and 20/30 (PH 20/20) in the left eye. Pupils were equal, round and reactive bilaterally with no afferent pupillary defect. Intraocular pressures were 10 and 13 mmHg OD and OS, respectively. Color plates were full in both eyes. Extraocular motility was full OU. Visual fields were full to confrontation OU. External examination showed a non-tender, non-erythematous palpable mass measuring approximately 20 mm x 15 mm at the left medial orbital rim, with displacement of the globe inferotemporally and 2 mm ptosis of the left upper eyelid. Hertel exophthalmometry showed no proptosis. Anterior segment and funduscopic examination were normal OU.

What is your diagnosis? What further workup would you pursue? The diagnosis appears on p. 64.
Workup, Diagnosis and Treatment

Given the radiographic appearance and painless, chronic, slow-growing nature of the lesion, the most likely diagnosis was felt to be orbital cavernous hemangioma versus dermoid cyst; however, other etiologies such as orbital lymphoma or rhabdomyosarcoma couldn’t be ruled out. The patient underwent left orbitotomy through an upper eyelid crease incision, with complete removal of the tumor followed by intraorbital injection of sub-Tenon’s kenalog (See Figure 3). The tumor was noted to be adherent to surrounding structures.

Microscopic examination (Figure 4) showed a well-circumscribed mass composed of cells with spindle nuclei in a variably cellular arrangement, without nuclear overlapping, with intervening foci of keloidal coarse collagen. Prominent vascular channels—both small and capillary-sized and large, branching, hyalinized (hemangiopericytoma-type)—were present throughout the lesion. Scattered lymphocytes and occasional lymphoid aggregates were also noted. Immunohistochemical stains showed that the neoplastic cells express diffusely STAT-6 (nuclear staining), consistent with solitary fibrous tumor. There was no evidence of appreciable nuclear atypia, mitotic figures or necrosis. The Ki-67 proliferative index was 1-2 percent.

Discussion

A wide range of lesions can occur in the orbit, and the differential diagnosis in children varies from that in adults. Lesions can be classified by tumor type; they include cystic, vascular, neural (optic nerve, peripheral nerve, meningeal), inflammatory, osseous and fibrocystic, myogenic, metastatic, lacrimal gland, lymphoid, adipose and histiocytic tumors. The most common orbital tumors in children are cystic lesions, and the most common malignancy in children is rhabdomyosarcoma. Understanding the relative incidence of different orbital tumors in each age group can help elucidate the diagnosis when used in conjunction with the patient’s clinical history and radiographic findings.

The most common orbital cystic lesion in children is the dermoid cyst. This lesion typically forms along orbital suture lines from epithelial cells that become trapped during embryogenesis. The most common site is near the superotemporal orbital rim near the zygomatic-frontal suture site. CT imaging typically reveals an extracranial, well-defined mass with an enhancing wall and non-enhancing lumen. However, some cases may show denser areas which correspond to the accumulation of keratin and other epithelial debris within the lumen of the cyst. MRI shows a well-defined, round to ovoid structure with variable signal intensity based on the material in the lumen, and typically no enhancement with contrast. Histopathology reveals the cyst lined by surface epithelium. A small orbital dermoid cyst can be observed if asymptomatic; however, in most cases, the cyst gradually enlarges and can rupture or form a cutaneous fistula, necessitating treatment. Treat-
ment involves complete excision of the cyst, being careful to remove the lesion with the capsule intact. If the cyst ruptures, irrigation and removal of the cyst remnants should be performed to minimize risk of recurrence or chronic granulomatous inflammation.2,4

Vascular lesions include tumors such as capillary hemangioma and lymphangioma. Capillary hemangioma is the most common vascular tumor of childhood.1 This lesion increases in size for the first one to two years, then stabilizes and gradually regresses.2,3 They have variable appearance on CT and MRI, ranging from round or ovoid circumscribed masses to irregular or diffuse lesions that enhance with contrast.2 Microscopic exam often shows lobules of vascular channels and proliferating endothelial cells separated by connective tissue septa.2 Management is aimed at preventing and treating amblyopia and strabismus. If vision isn’t threatened, the lesion can be monitored closely. Refraction and occlusive patching should be implemented in patients with amblyopia, and treatment to accelerate regression of the tumor may be considered.

Treatment options include corticosteroids, interferon, radiation, resection and propranolol.2,4 Propranolol therapy can be used orally or topically and has been shown to be an effective and relatively safe option for treating orbital and eyelid capillary hemangiomas.5 Oral or local injection of corticosteroids, interferon, radiation, resection and propranolol may be considered.2-4 Propranolol and adrenal gland suppression.2 Patients with concomitant cutaneous vascular lesions warrant systemic workup for associated conditions such as Kasabach Merritt and PHACE (Posterior fossa brain malformations, Hemangiomas of the face, Arterial anomalies, Cardiac anomalies, and Eye abnormalities) syndromes.2

Unlike capillary hemangioma, which usually presents in infancy, lymphangioma is a slow-growing lesion that often goes unnoticed until later childhood or teenage years when spontaneous or traumatic hemorrhage may occur and cause sudden, progressive proptosis and/or periorbital soft-tissue swelling.2,3 These lesions typically appear as cystic masses with hemorrhage and varying degrees of enhancement on CT; on MRI, they appear isointense on T1-weighted and hyperintense on T2-weighted images.4 Histopathology shows irregular dilated vascular channels with delicate connective tissue septa.2 Asymptomatic lesions that aren’t sight-threatening are typically observed, since surgical removal is challenging and associated with a high risk of morbidity and recurrence. Vision-threatening lesions (e.g., causing compressive optic neuropathy) and cosmetically unacceptable lesions may be treated with aspiration, sclerotherapy or surgical removal.2,4 In children with localized lymphangiomas of the orbit, biopsy is warranted for lesions that can’t be distinguished from rhabdomyosarcoma.

Rhabdomyosarcoma is the most common orbital malignancy of childhood. Patients typically present with proptosis, globe displacement, blepharoptosis, eyelid/conjunctival swelling and in some instances pain, and the mean age of onset is 7 years.4,14 Rhabdomyosarcoma appear hyperdense on CT, isointense on T1- and hyperintense on T2-weighted MRI scans, and they enhance with contrast. They usually present as solid lesions, but can demonstrate cavitary changes that make it difficult to differentiate them from vascular orbital tumors.4 Erosion of surrounding bone may be evident on imaging, reflecting the aggressive nature of the neoplasm. Biopsy shows spindle cells with hyperchromatic nuclei and varying features that delineate the lesions into four types: alveolar, botryoid, embryonal, and pleomorphic. The embryonal type is most common, while the alveolar type is the
most malignant. Prompt management with biopsy to confirm the diagnosis is key, followed by systemic evaluation for metastasis, and chemotherapy and radiation.

Solitary fibrous tumor (SFT) is a rare fibroblastic spindle cell neoplasm that can develop anywhere in the body, including the orbit. It’s most commonly seen in middle-aged adults; however, several cases have been reported in children. Patients typically present with painless, progressive proptosis or eyelid swelling, and imaging reveals well-circumscribed, variably vascular contrast-enhancing lesions that generally don’t produce bony changes. On CT, SFT appears isodense to the cerebral cortex and extraocular muscles. MRI shows lesions that are isointense on T1- and isoointense to hyperintense on T2-weighted images. While helpful in narrowing the diagnosis, these findings aren’t specific for SFT, and it can be difficult to distinguish SFT from other solid orbital lesions such as cavernous hemangioma.

Complete excision is recommended, given the unpredictable nature of this lesion and the potential for malignant transformation. The protein STAT6 is detectable by immunohistochemistry and has been shown to be a highly sensitive and specific diagnostic marker for SFT. Patients should be followed at regular intervals with postoperative imaging, given the potential for asymptomatic recurrence.

Previously, SFTs were considered separate entities from other fibroblastic mesenchymal tumors such as hemangiopericytomas (HPC). Further histologic review, however, called this classification into question. In 2011, researchers reviewed 41 fibroblastic mesenchymal tumors such as hemangiopericytomas, giant cell angiofibroma, and fibrous histiocytoma. Using STAT6 as an immunohistochemical marker, researchers found that a greater proportion of head and neck lesions previously diagnosed as SFT, HPC, giant cell angiofibroma or orbital fibrous histiocytoma. Using STAT6 as an immunohistochemical marker, researchers found that a greater proportion of head and neck SFT arose in the orbit than previously reported (specifically, 25 percent [22 of 85] of the cases included in the study), and was the second most common site after the sinonasal tract (30 percent). They also reported a higher rate of local recurrence (median time to recurrence: 19 months). Another study focused on orbital SFT and found six of 21 cases (29 percent) with a local recurrence, with a median time to recurrence of 4.9 months. Of the six cases with local recurrence, four were asymptomatic and detected via surveillance imaging. All available tissue stained positively for both CD34 (n=21) and STAT6 (n=20). These studies highlight the importance of long-term follow-up and surveillance imaging to monitor for local recurrence of SFT.

In summary, a variety of lesions can occur in the orbit in children, with the most common being the dermoid cyst. Orbital SFT is a rare fibroblastic neschtum variant that’s typically seen in middle-aged adults, but can occur in children and should be included in the differential diagnosis of orbital lesions in children, as demonstrated by our case. SFTs are typically benign but have the propensity for local recurrence and metastasis. Thus, close follow-up with surveillance imaging should be performed.
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1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Xiidra® (lifitegrast ophthalmic solution) 5% is indicated for the treatment of the signs and symptoms of dry eye disease (DED).

4 CONTRAINDICATIONS
Xiidra is contraindicated in patients with known hypersensitivity to lifitegrast or to any of the other ingredients in the formulation [see Adverse Reactions (6.2)].

6 ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following serious adverse reactions are described elsewhere in the labeling:
• Hypersensitivity [see Contraindications (4)]

6.1 Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed in practice.

In five clinical studies of DED conducted with lifitegrast ophthalmic solution, 1401 patients received at least one dose of lifitegrast (1287 of which received lifitegrast 5%). The majority of patients (84%) had ≤ 3 months of treatment exposure. One hundred-seventy patients were exposed to lifitegrast for approximately 12 months. The majority of the treated patients were female (77%). The most common adverse reactions reported in 5%-25% of patients were instillation-site irritation, dysgeusia, and reduced visual acuity.

Other adverse reactions reported in 1%-5% of the patients were blurred vision, conjunctival hyperemia, eye irritation, headache, increased lacrimation, eye discharge, eye discomfort, eye pruritus, and sinusitis.
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Risk Summary
There are no available data on Xiidra use in pregnant women to inform any drug-associated risks. Intravenous (IV) administration of lifitegrast to pregnant rabbits during organogenesis produced an increased incidence of omphalocele at the lowest dose tested, 3 mg/kg/day (400-fold the human plasma exposure at the recommended human ophthalmic dose [RHOD], based on the area under the curve [AUC] level). Since human systemic exposure to lifitegrast following ocular administration of Xiidra at the RHOD is low, the applicability of animal findings to the risk of Xiidra use in humans during pregnancy is unclear [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in the full prescribing information].

Data
Animal Data
Lifitegrast administered daily by IV injection to rats, from pre-mating through gestation Day 17, caused an increase in mean pre-implantation loss and an increased incidence of several minor skeletal anomalies at 30 mg/kg/day, representing five, 400-fold the human plasma exposure at the RHOD of Xiidra, based on AUC. No teratogenicity was observed in the rat at 10 mg/kg/day (460-fold the human plasma exposure at the RHOD, based on AUC). In the rabbit, an increased incidence of omphalocele was observed at the lowest dose tested, 3 mg/kg/day (400-fold the human plasma exposure at the RHOD, based on AUC), when administered by IV injection daily from gestation Days 7 through 19. A fetal no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) was not identified in the rabbit.
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Risk Summary
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8.4 Pediatric Use
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Indication
Xiidra® (lifitegrast ophthalmic solution) 5% is indicated for the treatment of signs and symptoms of dry eye disease (DED).

Important Safety Information
- Xiidra is contraindicated in patients with known hypersensitivity to lifitegrast or to any of the other ingredients.
- In clinical trials, the most common adverse reactions reported in 5-25% of patients were instillation site irritation, dysgeusia and reduced visual acuity. Other adverse reactions reported in 1% to 5% of the patients were blurred vision, conjunctival hyperemia, eye irritation, headache, increased lacrimation, eye discharge, eye discomfort, eye pruritus and sinusitis.
- To avoid the potential for eye injury or contamination of the solution, patients should not touch the tip of the single-use container to their eye or to any surface.
- Contact lenses should be removed prior to the administration of Xiidra and may be reinserted 15 minutes following administration.
- Safety and efficacy in pediatric patients below the age of 17 years have not been established.
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